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Larry McDonald was one of my closest friends in
Congress. There is no other Member of Congress, in
my opinion, who was as dedicated in the fight
against communism as Larry. His convictions for
democracy and freedom in all parts of the world
should continue to be a guide for us all .

Rep . Bob Stump (D)
Member of Congress

Major Jordan's well-documented book was first
printed in 1952-and still the treasonous shipments
of equipment and technology to the Soviet Union
continue . In fact, KAL 007 was shot down with a
guidance system made possible by American technology.

Nelson Bunker Hunt
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"We are determined
that nothing shall stop us
from sharing with you
all that we have . . ."

-Harry Hopkins

at the Russian Aid Rally
Madison Square Garden
June 1942

FOREWORD TO THE FIFTH EDITION
Future historians will likely refer to the most recent
decades as the era of nuclear muscle flexing . During this
period, the world's two great superpowers, The United
States and the U.S.S.R., continued to improve the variety, delivery capability and strategic positioning of the
weapons of mass destruction they aim at each other . But,
where the United States once possessed unchallenged
military superiority, both in the nuclear and nonnuclear arenas, that advantage began to disappear in the
1970s and, as assessed by a wide variety of experts, now
no longer exists. Indeed, in several categories measuring
military strength, these same experts position the United States in second place .
That America should find herself militarily equal or
inferior to the Soviet Union is hard to accept for several
reasons . Chief of these is that the very nature of Communism presents a formidable barrier to acquisition of
the technical and industrial capabilities needed to produce military strength . The socialist system under
which all Communist nations labor destroys creativity,
inhibits production and stifles growth . It is, for instance,
not the fault of bad weather that saddles the Soviet
Union with repeated food shortages . Nor is it poor luck
that always finds the people in Communist countries
victims ofrationing and standing in line for a chance to
obtain shoddy substitutes for what Americans take for
granted . The problem is socialism itself.
So how have the soviets built a powerful arsenal of
weaponry that now challenges and even frightens the
West? Part of the answer lies in their long-standing and
continuing success at stealing both goods and technology
via KGB operatives and others. More ofthe answer lies in
the fact that they have purchased a great deal of what
they need, almost always on credit arranged by the West .
Some more of the answer must be attributed to their
directing a dramatically larger percentage of the entire
nation's resources to military spending . But, by far the
greatest reason why the Soviets have military might
that now threatens even the United States is that we and
those we call allies continue to give it to them .
Aiding Red Tyranny
The United States officially recognized the Soviet
Union at a time when she was staying alive by kiting
checks. The recognition enabled her to obtain vitally
needed credit and legitimacy . Communist barbarism
and intrigue was no secret at the time as anyone who
cared to know could easily verify. Consequently, our
extension of diplomatic legitimacy which threw us into
bed with the Kremlin was viewed by many Americans as
a grave mistake . Once accomplished, however, the
Roosevelt Administration quickly developed the friendliest of relations with Moscow . In 1934, our leaders even

created the U.S. Export-Import- Bank for the specific
purpose of loaning the Kremlin taxpayers's money so
that the Reds could purchase American goods..
During the years prior to World War II, it became
highly fashionable in official circles in Washington to
defend the Communists, help the Communists and even
praise the Communists .. Those who tried to warn our
leaders that Communists were enemies, many of whom
were infiltrating important areas of our own government, were ignored or even ridiculed . Ex-Communist
Whittaker Chambers tried in the late 1930s to alert
government officials about the espionage activities of
Alger Hiss and numerous others . .He was ignored . And
when Texas Congressman Martin Dies, the Chairman of
the Special Committee on Un-American Activities of the
House tried to warn President Roosevelt personally about thousands of Communists and fellow-travellers in
government service, the President angrily dismissed
him saying: "Several of the best friends I've got are
Communists!"
It was with the passage of the Lend-Lease Act in March
1941 that supplying Red Russia became an all
consuming policy of our government. We were not at war
at the time, but the Soviet Union was and Hitler's
Germany was severely threatening Communism's home
base . The Lend-Lease Act violated every known rule of
neutrality in centuries of international law . But helping
Communism was the overriding goal .
Under Lend-Lease, our nation sent close to $12 billion* worth of equipment to the Soviet Union in a few
short years . America also sent its men into the war that
our President and others had committed us to long before
Pearl Harbor. Years later, the testimony of General
Douglas MacArthur confirmed that a sizeable portion of
the military equipment given to the Soviets during
Lend-Lease was never used in World War II, but was

*A U.S. dollar todayis worth only 5percent ofthosewespent to supply Russia with Lend-Lease .

years following World War II, our government even
adopted an anti-Communist posture .
Yet, even before the dawning of the 1960s, a policy
known as "bridge building" and a series of absurd campaigns supposedly designed to lure satellites away from
Moscow's control had been initiated . None of these
accomplished anything except to step up the flow of aid
and trade to various Communist nations . That flow has
become a flood. We offer some evidence about it .
*In 1972, Dr . Antony Sutton's monumental threevolume study about Soviet technology was published by
the Hoover Institution at Stanford University. Entitled
"Western Technology and Soviet Economic Development," its message was summarized by Dr . Sutton as
follows :
"There is no such thing as Soviet technology . Almost
all - perhaps 90 to 95 percent - came directly or indirectly from the United States and its allies . In effect the
United States and the NATO countries have built the
Soviet Union - its industrial and military capabilities .
This massive construction job has taken fifty years ."
*During the Vietnam War, huge quantities of goods
were shipped from U .S. ports to the various Soviet satellite nations in Eastern Europe . These were the very
nations whose arms and other sinews of war enabled
North Vietnam to wage war against American forces in
Southeast Asia .
*During the 1J70s, the U .S. Export-Import Bank
helped to finance the construction of the Soviet Union's
huge Kama River truck factory . Some of the first trucks
produced at this American-built facility were used by
Soviet troops to invade Afghanistan in 1979 .
*The computers which direct Soviet missiles today
were produced by U .S.-based firms, Control Data Corporation and I .B.M . The precision ball-bearings which
enable the Soviets to MIRV their missiles (place multiple
warheads on a single missile) were supplied to Moscow
via a Vermont-based firm after heavy pressure to do so
came from Dr . Henry Kissinger.
*Colorado Senator William Armstrong summarized
this on-going scandal in a speech to the Senate on April
13, 1982. He stated :
"In the last ten years alone, the United States and
other Western nations have sold to the Soviet Union and
its satellites more than $50 billion worth of sophisticated
technical equipment the Communists could not produce
themselves . This equipment has been used to produce
nuclear missiles, tanks and armored cars, military command and control systems, spy satellites, and air defense
radars. In addition, the Soviets have been able to purchase entire factories, designed and built by Western enHelping Communism Again Becomes Policy
gineers and financed in large part by American and
Undoubtedly, there are some who will excuse what Western European banks . Much of the production of
Major Jordan so capably condemned because the these factories is devoted of the manufacture of military
U.S.S.R. was technically our ally in the. European War . transport, ammunition, and other logistical items forthe
But, after the Soviets had brutally swallowed up all of Soviet war machine ."
Eastern Europe, and had extended their rule over ChiYet, Communism's relentless drive toward world
na's millions, there were very few who retained any domination, using any means to achieve its foul end,
illusions about the Russian leaders . In the immediate continues without -pause .
0

used by Communist forces against American troops in
the Korean War . Even later, it was learned that LendLease ships, loaned to the Soviet Union during World
War II and never returned, were used to ferry war
material from Communist nations in Europe to North
Vietnam during the Vietnam War .
Lend-Lease, of course, is the subject matter of "From
Major Jordan's Diaries" . In its pages, a reader will discover how vast amounts of armaments and industrial
equipment went from the U.S. to the U .S.S.R. via Great
Falls, Montana and Fairbanks, Alaska . This unique
book also details the shipment of tons of what Soviet
personnel labeled "diplomatic" mail, so classified to
keep it from being inspected and catalogued even by the
top Lend-Lease expediter, Major George Racey Jordan .
Most compelling for today's reader, however, is the
discovery by Major Jordan that the plans and materials
for production of atomic weapons were supplied to Moscow in 1943 . When his personal examination of several
suitcases full of ""diplomatic" mail turned up sensitive
documents on their way to Moscow, Major Jordan was
disturbed . But when he found other items containing
such strange words as "uranium", "cyclotron", "proton",
and others, he had no idea what they meant . But all of
this information was noted in his diary .
When America used an atomic bomb in 1945, the
significance of these unusual words became known to
many. Then, in 1949, when the Soviet Union startled the
world by detonating a nuclear weapon years before anyone expected it to do so, Major Jordan understood the
significance of what he had discovered in 1943 . He then
set out to tell what he knew and his decision led to
eventual publication of his book . In it, he demonstrates
that the Soviet Union's nuclear capability resulted from
covert actions involving top U .S. officials .
When he wrote his book in 1952, George Racey Jordan
could say of his 1943 discoveries: "There seemed to be no
length to which some American officals would not go in
aiding Russia to master the secret of nuclear fission ."
That determination to assist the Communists proceeded
in spite of the tightest security in our nation's history
around a military project, the Manhattan Project . Our
military officials especially did not want any information about it to be given to Moscow . The same could have
been said of Congress or the American people had they
known anything about it . But civilian officials, even men
as close to the President as was Harry Hopkins (and no
one was closer), worked tirelessly to provide the Soviets
with anything they desired . And that practice, begun
forty years ago, continues even today .

i

"From Major Jordan's Diaries" is one of the first books
to document the love affair that has existed between
powerful elements of the U.S. government and the Communist world. That love affair has grown to include
many giants of U .S . industry, even though Americans
have died while fighting Communism and while our
entire population now feels threatened by Soviet missiles. If America is to remain free, that love affair must be
exposed and terminated.
There never has been any moral, political or economic
justification for America to assist any segment of the

Communist world, especially its headquarters in Moscow . This new edition ofMajor.Jordan's historic work, so
pertinent to current history, can help to motivate Americans to demand that our nation stop helping Communism . Because Communism is so heavily dependent on the
West, chiefly on the United States and the credits supplied by our government, stopping the aid will lead to the
death of Communism .
All who have contributed to the republication of this
important book have earned the gratitude of true Americans .

John F. McManus
Belmont, Massachusetts
January, 1984
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PREFACE
My reason for writing this book is very simple : I would
like to keep the record straight. I want to put in permanent
form the full story of my experiences as a Lend-Lease
expediter and liaison officer with the Russians during the war,
when I served for two crucial years, from May 1942 to
June 1944, both at Newark Airport and at the big air base
• Great Falls, Montana.
I went into the Army as a businessman in my forties and
a veteran of World War I . From the first, as my story
shows, I worked wholeheartedly on behalf of the Russians because, like everyone else, I considered it my duty to do so .
That they were satisfied with my efforts is indicated by the
fact that it was Colonel Kotikov, head of the Russian mission
• Great Falls, who requested my promotion to Major .
But the tremendous volume of Lend-Lease material going
through under "diplomatic immunity," the infiltration of Soviet agents through the Pipeline, the shipments of non-military supplies and even military secrets, were more than I
could stomach. I , finally protested through proper channels,
first in Great Falls, and then in Washington ; nothing happened. This was in 1944, while I was still in the Army .
When the atom bomb was first dropped in August, 1945 I
learned the full meaning of a word-uranium-I had already encountered in my contact with Colonel Kotikov . When
the President announced in 1949 that the Russians had the
bomb, I went to see Senator Bridges and my story was
thoroughly investigated by the F.B .I . as well as by Fulton
Lewis, Jr., who interviewed me on his broadcasts . There followed one Congressional hearing in December, 1949 and
another in March, 1950.
I have been shocked at the efforts of the character assassins and press experts to keep the implications of this
story from being brought into proper focus . A vicious attack
was launched against Fulton Lewis, Jr ., and the sniping at
me has continued for nearly three years, in the vain hope
that this story would never be evaluated and understood by
the public. (Incidentally, I wish to state that Mr . Lewis has
not seen the manuscript of this book, nor had any connection with it.)
As late as June, 1952 the Long Island Daily Press falsely
declared : "A Congressional committee, however, found no
basis for. (Major Jordan's) charges." On the contrary, three
members of the Committee stated. just the opposite. First
there is the following summary by Senator Richard M . Nixon,
Republican nominee for Vice President. His questions are
addressed to Donald T. Appell, former F .B .I. agent and
the special investigator for the Committee on Un-American
Activities :

Mr. Nixon : Your investigation shows first, then,
that Major Jordan did, at least on two occasions, make
a report concerning the passage of materials through
Great Falls?
Mr. Appell: Yes.
Mr. Nixon: As I recall, Mr. Chambers had to tell
his story five times before any cognizance was taken
of his charges. So apparently if Major Jordan had told
his more than twice he might have gotten the Government to do something about it. But be that as it may,
as I see it at present the issues are five.
First of all, the charge was made that if the shipments were going through, Major Jordan should have
made a report. In this regard, he did make a report of
the charges at least on two occasions . Is that correct?
Mr. Appell: Yes.
Mr. Nixon: As far as you have been able to find, at
least two reports were made?
Mr. Appell: Yes ; that is correct.
Mr. Nixon: Another point that was made was
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whether or not he tore radar equipment out of C-47
planes. As I understand, this particular phase of his
story was questioned in the article in Life magazine,
in which they said that the report that Mr . Jordan ripped
out radar equipment from C-47s was preposterous,
and they quoted his superior officer, Meredith, in that
respect; and it was further said that as a matter of
fact no C-47s were equipped with radar at the time
mentioned by Major Jordan .
The investigation of the committee, in addition to
your own, has shown, (1) that C-47s equipped with
radar and going to Russia did go through Great Falls ;
and (2) that Mr. Jordan specifically asked permission
of Colonel Gitzinger in Dayton to tear the radar equipment out of a specific plane on one occasion .
Mr. Appell: That is correct, and he received that
permission from Colonel Gitzinger .
Mr. Nixon: Then on the point of whether Major Jordan did or did not tear radar out of a plane, your

investigation substantiates Major Jordan?
Mr. Appell: That is correct.
Mr. Nixon: Another point that Major Jordan made

was that certain documents were going through Great
Falls under diplomatic immunity ; that he broke into
the cases, examined the documents, and that some of
the material in there which he exam npd consisted of
plans, secret material, and so on, which it would be
assumed normally would not be regarded to be under
diplomatic immunity.
I think it is quite clear from your testimony that
that phase of Major Jordan's testimony stands up ; is
that correct?
Mr . Appell: Well, we do know, we are in contact
with a witness, a former employee of the Russian Purchasing Commission, who helped pack one pouch of
so-called diplomatic mail that went through, and we
know it contained material highly secretive on industrial
and war developments . . . .
Mr. Nixon: Is it the intention of the staff, then,
to present this witness [Victor A . Kravchenko] who
may be able to substantiate, at least in part, Major
Jordan's testimony that secret material was going
through?
Mr. Appell : That is correct. [Mr. Kravchenko's
testimony is quoted on pages 257-67 .]
Mr. Nixon: On the point of the so-called shipments
of uranium . . . the shipments went through . Is that
correct?
Mr. Appell: Two specific shipments of uranium oxide
and uranium nitrate, and shipments of heavy water have
been completely documented to include even the number of the plane that flew the uranium and heavy water
out of Great Falls .
Mr. Nixon: And the final point is the matter of
Mr. Hopkins having attempted to expedite the shipments. Major Jordan's testimony on that was that his
notes, written at the time, showed the initials "H.H."
on one of the consignments which he broke into. Your
investigation has shown no correspondence of Mr . Hopkins in which he used the initials "H .H ." Is that correct?
Mr. Appell: That which we reviewed.
Mr. Nixon: I understand that. My point is that as
far as the investigation you have been able to make
is concerned, you as yet have been unable to substantiate Major Jordan's story on that point ; is that
correct?
Mr. Appell: Yes.
Mr. Nixon : But you have substantiated it on the
four other points I mentioned?

Mr. Appell: Generally, yes .
Mr. Nixon: That is all .
Representative Harold H . Velde, also a member of the
Committee, put this question to the investigator : "Was Major
Jordan's story, as far as your investigation was concerned,
ever discredited by any of the witnesses whom you contacted?" Mr. Appell : "No ."
Finally, Representative Bernard W . Kearney of New York
State made this statement :
Listening to the testimony here, it seems to me the
only one who did do his duty was Major Jordan. On
two separate occasions Major Jordan not only brought
all this to the attention of his superior officers, but
as a result conferences were held by the various (Government) agencies named *--then it was 'dropped .
With regard to the Hopkins note and the Hopkins telephone call (which are fully discussed in Chapter 6), I realize
that there is only my word for them. But suppose that a letter
of Hopkins signed "H .H ." existed, would that prove my
charge that I saw a particular note on White . House stationery
in a black suitcase on a plane headed for Russia? Of course
not. Why, then, have some persons insisted that producing
such a signature is necessary, when such evidence would prove
nothing? Perhaps because they were impelled to raise a smoke
screen . My point was that my notation of the signature (re-_
produced in center section of this edition) was "H :H .", just as
President Roosevelt sent Hopkins memos addressed "H.H ."

(See Roosevelt and Hopkins by Robert Sherwood, page
409) . Since I have neither the letter itself nor a transcript of
the phone call, I have only my word to offer . I ask the reader
only one thing : please reserve your judgment until you finish
this book .
I am not a professional soldier, though I have served in two
wars. I am a businessman who volunteered in the interests of
my country. ; There is, no reason, fortunately, for me to-pull
punches because of any pressures which can be applied` to
me. I have called the plays .a s I saw them.
I most sincerely acknowledge the assistance of those who
have helped me with this volume : Colonel William L. Rich,
Paul
Theo=dore
R . Berryman, John Frank Stevens, and Colonel
S . Watson and his friends for their advice and insistence
that I take leave of my business and spend the two years of
effort necessary ; and the writer whom a good friend of mine
prevailed upon to undertake the herculean job of sorting,
rewriting, checking and preparing the data actually usedRichard L. Stokes ; General Robert E . Wood and Eldon
Martin of Chicago, for securing documents for reproduction ;
Mr . Robert, A . Hug, N .Y. Public Library, microfilm division,
for patient aid in research ; and finally, my publishers for their
patience and perseverance in seeing this book through the
press.
GEORGE RACEY JORDAN
East. Hampton, Long Island
August 1, 1952
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* From Mr. Appell's testimony : "The agencies represented were
the F.B.I.; Office of Censorship ; Military Intelligence ; Air Transport
Command; Immigration and Naturalization Service ; Bureau of CUstoms; Foreign, Economic Administration ; and the State Department .

"Q . And what was the final outcome of that?
"A. What transpired at the meeting the Committee has never
been able to determine, because minutes of the meeting and memoranda which might have been prepared on the meeting cannot be losated by the State Department ."

CHAPTER ONE

"Mr . Brown" and the Start of a Diary
Late one day in May, 1942, several Russians burst into my
office at Newark Airport, furiouss over an outrage that had
just been committed against Soviet honor . They pushed me
toward the window where I could see evidence of the crime
with my own eyes.
They were led by Colonel Anatoli N . Kotikov, the head of
the Soviet mission at the airfield . He had become a Soviet
hero in 1935 when he made the first seaplane flight from
Moscow to Seattle along the Polar cap; Soviet newspapers of
that time called him "the Russian Lindbergh ." He had also
been an instructor of the first Soviet parachute troops, and
he had 38 jumps to his credit .
I had met Colonel Kotikov only a few days before, when
I reported for duty on May 10, 1942 . My orders gave the full
title of the Newark base as "UNITED NATIONS DEPOT No .
8, LEND-LEASE DIVISION, NEWARK AIRPORT, NEWARK, NEW
JERSEY, INTERNATIONAL SECTION, AIR SERVICE COMMAND,
AIR CORPS, U .S . ARMY."
I was destined to know Colonel Kotikov very well, and
not only at Newark . At that time he knew little English, but
he had the hardihood to rise at 5 :30 every morning for a
two-hour lesson. Now he was pointing out the window,
shaking his finger vehemently .
There on the apron before the administration building was
a medium bomber, an A-20 Douglas Havoc . it had been
made in an American factory, it had been donated by American Lend-Lease, it was to be paid for by . American .taxes,
and, it stood on American soil . Now it was ready to bear the
Red Star of the Soviet Air Force . As far as the Russians
and Lend-Lease were concerned, it was a Russian plane . It
had to leave the field shortly to be hoisted aboard one of the
ships in a convoy that was forming to leave for Murmansk
and Kandalaksha. On that day the Commanding - Officer was
absent and, as the acting Executive Officer, I was in charge .
I asked the interpreter what "outrage" had occurred . It
seemed that a DC-3, a passenger plane, owned by American
Airlines, had taxied from the runway and, in wheeling about
on the concrete plaza to unload passengers, had brushed the
Havoc's engine housing. I could easily see that the damage
was not too serious and could be repaired . But that seemed
to be beside the point . What infuriated the Russians was that
it be tolerated for one minute that an American commercial
liner should damage, even slightly, a Soviet warplanel
The younger Russians huddled around Colonel Kotikov
over their Russian-English dictionary, and showed me a word :
"punish." In excited voices they demanded : "Pooneesh-peelotel" I asked what they wanted done to the offending pilot.
One of them aimed an imaginary revolver at his temple and
pulled the trigger.
"You're in America," I told him . "We don't do things that
way. The plane will be repaired and ready for the convoy ."
They came up with • another word : "Baneeshl" They repeated this excitedly over and over again . Finally I understood that they wanted not only the pilot, but American Airlines, Inc., expelled from the Newark field.
I asked the interpreter to explain that the U .S. Army has no
jurisdiction over commercial companies. After all, the airlines had been using Newark Airport long before the war
and even before La Guardia Airport existed. I tried to calm
down the Russians by explaining that our aircraft maintenance
officer, Captain Roy B. Gardner, would have the bomber
ready for its convoy even if it meant a special crew working
all night- to finish the job.
I remembered what General Koenig had said about the
Russians when I went to Washington shortly after Pearl
Harbor. He knew that in '1917 I had served in the Flying
Machine Section, U.S. Signal Corps, and that I had been in
combat overseas. When he fold me there was an assignment

open for a Lend-Lease liaison officer with the Red Army
Air Force, I was eager to hear more about it .
"It's a job, Jordan, that calls for an infinite amount of
tact to get along with the Russians," the General said.
"They're tough people to work with, but I think you can do
it.
Thus I had been assigned to Newark for the express purpose of expediting the Lend-Lease program . I was determined
to perform my duty to the best of my ability. I was a "retread" as they called us veterans of World War' I and a mere
Captain at the age of 44-but I had a job to do and I knew
I could do it. The first days had gone reasonably well and
I rather liked Kotikov . But there was ; no denying it, the
Russians were tough people to work with.
As my remarks about repairing the bomber on time were
being translated, I noticed that Colonel Kotikov was fidgeting
scornfully. When I finished he made an abrupt gesture with
his hand. "I call Mr. Hopkins," he announced .
It was the first time I had heard him use this name . It
seemed such an idle threat, and a silly one. What did Harry
Hopkins have to do with Newark Airport? Assuming that
Kotikov carried out his threat, what good would it do? Commercial planes, after all, were under the jurisdiction of the
Civil Aeronautics Board .
"Mr . Hopkins fix," Colonel Kotikov asserted . He looked
at me and I could see now that he was amused, in a grim
kind of way. "Mr. Brown will see Mr. Hopkins-no?" he said
smiling.
The mention of "Mr. Brown" puzzled me, but before I had
time to explore this any further, Kotikov was barking at the
interpreter that he wanted to call the Soviet Embassy in
Washington . All Russian long-distance calls had to be cleared
through my office, and I always made sure that the Colonel's,
which could be extraordinarily long at times, were put through
`collect ." I told the operator to get the Soviet Embassy, and I
handed the receiver to the Colonel .
By this time the other Russians had been waved out of
the office, and I was sitting at my desk . Colonel Kotikov
began a long harangue over the phone in Russian, interrupted
by several trips to the window. The only words I understood
were "American Airlines," "Hopkins," and the serial number
on the tail which he read out painfully in English . When the
call was completed, the Colonel left without a word . I
shrugged my shoulders and went to see about the damaged
Havoc. As promised, it was repaired and ready for hoisting
on shipboard when the convoy sailed .
That, I felt sure, was the end of the affair .
I was wrong . On June 12th the order came from Washington not only ordering American Airlines off the field, but directing every aviation company to cease activities at Newark
forthwith. The order was not for a day or a week . It held for
the duration of the war, though they called it a `,`Temporary
Suspension."
I was flabbergasted . It was the sort of thing one cannot
quite believe, and certainly cannot forget . Would we have to
jump whenever Colonel Kotikov cracked the whip? For me,
it was going to be a hard lesson to learn .
Captain Gardner; who had been at Newark longer than I,
and who was ' better versed in what he called the "pushbutton system," told me afterwards that he did not waste a
second after I informed him that Colonel Kotikov had threatened to "call Mr. Hopkins." He dashed for the best comer in
the terminal building, which was occupied by commercial airlines people, and staked out a claim by fixing his card on the
door. A few days later the space was his .
I was dazed by the speed with which the expulsion proceedings had taken place . First, the CAB inspector had
arrived. Someone in Washington, he said, had set off a gre12
99

nade under the Civil Aeronautics Board . He spent several
days in the control tower, and put our staff through a severe
quiz about the amount of commercial traffic and whether it
was interfering with Soviet operations . The word spread
around the field that there was going to be hell to pay . Several days later, the order of explusion arrived. A copy of the
order is reproduced in chapter nine of this edition, a masterpiece of bureaucratic language .
I had to pinch myself to make sure that we Americans,
and not the Russians, were the donors of Lend-Lease . "After
all, Jordan," I told myself, "you don't know the details of
the whole operation; this is only one part of it. You're a
soldier, and besides you were warned that this would be a
tough assignment." At the same time, however, I decided to
start a diary, and to collect records of one kind and another,
and to make notes and memos of everything that occurred .
This was a more important decision than I then realized .
Keeping a record wasn't exactly a revolutionary idea in the
Army. I can still see Sergeant Cook, at Kelly Field, Texas, in
1917, with his sandy thatch and ruddy face, as he addressed
me, a 19-year-old corporal, from the infinite superiority of a
master sergeant in the regular Army : "Jordan, if you want
to get along, keep your eyes and your ears open, keep your
big mouth shut, and keep a copy of everything'"
Now I felt a foreboding that one day there would be a
thorough investigation of Russian Lend-Lease . I was only one
cog in the machinery. Yet because of the fact that I couldn't
know the details of high-level strategy, I began the Jordan
diaries .
These diaries consist of many components. The first was
started at Newark, and later grew into two heavy binders
stuffed with an exhaustive documentation of Army orders,
reports, correspondence, and names, of American military
persons . It covers the Soviet Lend-Lease movement by ship
from Newark, and by air from Great Falls and Fairbanks
from early in 1942 to the summer of 1944 . The record is not
only verbal but pictorial . Among, many photographs there are
eight which commemorate the visit to Great Falls of the
most famous member of my World War I outfit-Captain
"Eddie" Rickenbacker. A sort of annex, or overflow, contains
oddments like a file of Tail Winds, newspaper of the 7th
Ferrying Group.
The second section, also begun in Newark, is a small book
with black leather covers. In this I entered the name, rank and
function of every Russian who came to my, knowledge as
operating anywhere in the United States . The catalogue
identifies 418 individuals, not a few of whom were unknown
to the FBI . Mr. Hoover's men were interested enough to
photostat every page of this book . The list proved to be. of
value, I was told, in tracing Communist espionage in America during the war. Incidentally, this ledger opens with what
authorities have praised as a very complete roster of Soviet
airbases-21 in all, with mileages-from Bering Strait across
Siberia to Moscow.
The third part, a . sizable date-book in maroon linen, is the
only one that follows the dictionary definition of a diary as
"a record or register of daily duties and events ." It is a consecutive notation of happenings, personal and official during
nine months of 1944. But we are two years ahead of ourselves, and we shall come to that period later .
An official explanation of the expulsion of the airlines
from Newark Airport was necessary for public consumption,
but the one given could hardly have been more preposterous .
The CAB press release stated : "All air transport service at the

Newark, N . J. 'airport was ordered suspended immediately by
the Civil Aeronautics Board today . . . The Board attributed
the suspension to the reduced number of airplanes available
and the necessity for reducing stops as a conservation move."
We at the airport were told there was too much commercial
airplane traffic; the public was told that the ban was,intpgsed
because there were now fewer planes' And the idea that,
"conservation" resulted from the ban was absurd ; the planes
now stopped at La Guardia, which they hadn't before, instead of at Newark'
On June 12th, the day of the ban, the identity of the "Mr .
Brown" mentioned by Colonel ,Kotikov was revealed.> His
name was Molotov.
Front pages revealed that he was the President's overnight
guest at the White House . The newspapermen all knew that
Molotov had been in Washington from May 29th to June
4th, traveling incognito as "Mr. Brown." (One reporter asked
Stephen Early, "Why didn't you call him `Mr : Red'?") At
Early's request they had imposed a voluntary censorship on
themselves and the visit was called the "best kept" secret of
the war." At one point during this period, Molotov visited
New York. Though I don't know whether. Colonel Kotikov
saw him then, he obviously knew all about Molotov's movements .
Late in the evening of Molotov's first day at the White
House, Harry Hopkins made an entry in his diary . I think-it
is shocking : .
I suggested that Molotov might like to rest [Hopkins wrote] .
Litvinov acted extremely bored and cynical throughout the conference. He made every effort to .get Molotov to stay at the Blair House tonight but Molotov
obviously wanted to stay at the White House
least
one night, so he is put up in the room across the
the way
[across from Hopkins', that is].
I went in for a moment to talk to him after the conference and he asked that one of the -girls he brought
over as secretaries be permitted to come, and that has
been arranged .'
Ten days after the Molotov story broke, Harry Hopkins
came to New York to address a Russian Aid Rally at Madison Square Garden .
"A second front?" he cried. "Yes, and if necessary, a third
and a fourth front . . . The American people are bound to the
people of the Soviet Union in the great alliance of the United
Nations . They know that in the past year you have in your
heroic combat against our common foe performed for us and
for all humanity a service that can never be repaid .
"We are determined that nothing shall stop us from sharing
with you all that we have and are in this conflict, and we
look forward to sharing with you the fruits of victory and
peace ."
Mr. Hopkins concluded : "Generations unborn will owe a
great measure of their freedom to the unconquerable power
of the Soviet people ." 2
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CHAPTER TWO

The "Bomb Powder" Folders
In my capacity as Liaison Omcer, I began helping the of supplies to catch particular : convoys. I soon got to know
Russians with necessary paper work and assisted them in Eugene Rodzevitch, the field man who visited the plants and
telephoning to the various factories to expedite the movement reported daily by phone as to possible expectations of de.
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liveries,
As Colonel Kotikov communicated with the many different
officials in the Soviet Government Purchasing Commission,
their names became more and more familiar to me . For instance, Mr ., I. A. Eremin, a member of the Commission, was
in charge of raw materials . Others were B . N. Fomin, in
charge of powder and explosives in the military division ;
N . S. Fomichev, assistant chief to Mr. Eremin in the chemical
division under raw materials ; and A. D. Davyshev, in charge
of electric furnaces . These names appeared more and more
frequently, because we were destined to accumulate chemicals
and chemical plants in increasing intensity in the months
ahead. Major General S. A . Piskounov was chief of the
aviation section, with his assistants, Colonel A . P . Doronin, in
charge of medium bombers ; and Colonel G. E. Tsvetkov,
in charge of fighter pursuit planes . I got to know the latter
two officers very well .
Few of the American officers who came in casual contact
with the Russians ever got to see any of their records . But the
more I helped Rodzevitch and Colonel Kotikov, the more
cordial they became. It became customary for me to leaf
through their papers to get shipping documents, and to prepare them in folders for quick attention when they reported
back to Washington.
At this time I knew nothing whatever about the atomic
bomb . The words "uranium" and "Manhattan Engineering
District" were unknown to me . But I became aware' that
certain folders were being held to one side on Colonel Kotikov's desk for the accumulation of a very special chemical
plant . In fact, this chemical plant was referred to by Colonel
Kotikov as a "bomb powder" factory_ By referring to my
diary, and checking the items I now know went into an
atomic energy plant, I am able to show the following records
starting with the year 1942, while I was still at Newark .
These materials, which are necessary for the creation of an
atomic pile, moved to Russia in 1942 :
Graphite : natural, flake, lump or chip, costing American
taxpayers $812,437 . Over thirteen million dollars' worth of
aluminum tubes (used in the atomic pile to "cook" or transmute the uranium into plutonium), the exact amount being
$13,041,152 . We sent 834,989 pounds of cadmium metal for
rods to control the intensity of an atomic pile ; the cost was
$781,472. The really secret material, thorium, finally showed
up and started going through immediately . The amount during
1942 was 13,440 pounds at a cost of $22,848 .
It was about this time that the Russians were anxious to
secure more Diesel marine engines which cost about $17,500
each . They had received around 25 on previous shipments
and were moving heaven and earth to get another 25 of the
big ones of over 200_ horsepower variety . Major General
John R. Deane, Chief of our Military Mission in Moscow,
had overruled the Russians' request for any Diesel engines
because General MacArthur needed them in the South Pacific .
But the Russians were undaunted and decided to make an
issue of it by going directly to Hopkins who overruled everyone in favor of Russia . In the three-year period, 1942-44,
a total of 1,305 of these engines were sent to Russia! They
cost $30,745,947 . The engines they had previously received
were reported by General Deane and our military observers
to be rusting in open storage . It is now perfectly obvious that
these Diesels were post-war items, not at all needed for Russia's immediate war activity .
Major General Deane, an expert on Russian Lend-Lease,
has this to say in his excellent book, The Strange Alliance,
which bears the meaningful subtitle, "The Story of Our Efforts
at Wartime Cooperation with Russia" :

* On Jan
. 30, 1943 we shipped an additional 11,912 pounds of
thorium nitrate to Russia from Philadelphia on the S .S. John C.
Fremont. It is significant that there were no shipments in 1944 and
1945, due undoubtedly to General Groves' vigilance . Regarding
thorium the Smyth Report (p. 5) says : "The only natural elements

With respect to Russian aid, I always felt that their
mission (that is, the mission of Harry Hopkins and his
aide, Major General James H . Burns) was carried out
with a zeal which approached fanaticism . Their enthusiasm became so ingrained that it could not be tempered when conditions indicated that a change in policy
was desirable .
When the tide turned at Stalingrad
and a Russian offensive started which ended only in
Berlin, a new situation was created. We now had a Red
Army which was plenty cocky and which became more
so with each successive victory . The Soviet leaders became more and more demanding . The fire in our neighbor's house had been extinguished and we had submitted
ourselves to his direction in helping to extinguish it .
He assumed that we would continue to submit ourselves
to his direction in helping rebuild the house, and unfortunately we did. He allowed us to work on the outside and demanded that we furnish the material for the
inside, the exact use of which we were not allowed to
see . Now that the house is furnished, we have at best
only a nodding acquaintance.'
It is true that we never knew the exact use -to which

anything sent under Russian Lend-Lease -was put, and the

6ilure to set up a system of accountability is now seen to
have been an appalling mistake. But could anything be more
foolish than to suppose that the atomic materials we sent
were not used for an atomic bomb which materialized in Russia long before we expected it? The British let us inspect their
installations openly, and exchanged information freely . The
Russians did not. Our Government was intent on supplying
whatever the Russians asked for, as fast as we could get it
to them-and I was one of the expediters . And when I say
"our Government," I mean of course Harry Hopkins, the man
in charge of Lend-Lease, and his aides . We in the Army knew
where the orders were coming from, and so did the Russians .
The "push-button system worked splendidly ; no one knew
it better than Colonel Kotikov.
One afternoon Colonel Kotikov called me to the door of
the hangar. He pointed to a small plane which bore a red star
in a white circle. "Who owns this?" he asked . I recognized
it as a Texaco plane, and explained that it belonged to an oil
firm, The Texas Company.
What right had The, Texas Company, he asked, to usurp
the red star? He would phone Washington and have it taken
away from ; them immediately. I grabbed his arm and hastily
explained that the state of Texas had been known as the
"Lone Star State" long before the Russian revolution . I said
that if he started a fight about this star, the state of Texas
might declare war on Russia all by itself.
Kotikov wasn't really sure whether I was joking, but he
unally dropped the idea-'of phoning . I always remember with
amusement that this was one of the few times that Harry
Hopkins was not called tipon for help.
The various areas of Russia that were being built or rebuilt were apparent from the kind of supplies going forward
on Lend-Lease . Many of the supplies were incredibly longrange in quantity and quality . Here are some of the more
important centers :
Soviet City
Chelyabinsk
Chirchik
Kamensk Uraiski

Nature of U.S .
Lend-Lease Material
Tractor and farm machinery
Powder and explosive
factories
Aluminum manufacture

which exhibit this property of emitting alpha or beta particles are
(with a few minor exceptions) those of very high atomic numbers
and mass numbers, such as uranium, thorium, radium, and actinium,
ie., those known to have the most complicated nuclear structures ."
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Nizhni Tagil
Railway car shops
Novosibirsk Plane factory and parts
Magnitogorsk
Steel mill equipment
Omsk
Tank center
Sverdlovsk
Armament plants

planes to Moscow on any of the following routes in
order of priority : one, the Alaskan-Siberian route ; twq,
via the United Kingdom and Stockholm ; or three, from
Teheran to Moscow. I saluted, said Yes, sir, and tried
for two years to carry out his instructions. 2

Where the U .S . was not able to force Russia's hand, Nazi
The Russians were great admirers of Henry Ford . Often
the interpreter would repeat to me such statements of theirs submarines succeeded . Subs out of Norway were attacking
as, "These shipments will help to Fordize our country," or our Lend-Lease convoys on the Murmansk route, apparently
"We are behind the rest of the world and have to hurry to not regarded as "too dangerous a route" for American
crews . A disastrous limit was finally reached when out of one
catch up..
It had become clear, however, that we were not going to convoy of 34 ships, 21 were lost. The Douglas A-20 Havocs,
stay . at Newark much longer. The growing scope of our which were going to the bottom of the ocean, were more
activities, the expansion of Lend-Lease, the need for more important to Stalin than human lives . So first we started
speedy delivery of aircraft to Russia-all these factors were flying medium bombers from South America to Africa, but
forcing a decision in the direction of air delivery to sup- by the time they got across Africa to Tiflis, due to sandplant ship delivery. It had long been obvious that the best storms the motors had to be taken down and they were not
route was from Alaska across to Siberia .
much use to the Russians . Nor were we able to get enough
From the first the Russians were reluctant to open the of them on ships around Africa to .fill Russian requirements
Alaskan-Siberian route. Even before Pearl Harbor, on the
for the big offensive building up for the battle of Stalingrad .
taccasion of the first Harriman-Beaverbrook mission to MosFinally, Russia sent its OK on the Alaskan-Siberian route.
cow in September, 1941, Averell Harriman had suggested Americans would fly the planes to Fairbanks, Alaska : -Amerto Stalin that American aircraft could be delivered to the
icans would set up all the airport facilities in Alaska * ;'Soviet
Soviet Union from Alaska through Siberia by American
pilots would take over on our soil ; Soviet pilots only, would
crews. Stalin demurred and said it was "too dangerous a fly into Russia.
route." It would have brought us, of course, behind the Iron
The chief staging-point in the U .S. was to be Gore Field in
Great Falls, Montana . A few years before the war General
Curtain.
During the Molotov visit to the White House, Secretary Royce, who had been experimenting in cold-weather flying
of State Cordell Hull handed Harry Hopkins a memorandum with a group of training planes called "Snow Birds," had
with nine iterps of agenda for the Russians, the, first of which
found that Great Falls, with its airport 3,665 feet above sea
was : "The Establishment of an Airplane Ferrying Service level, on the top of a mesa tableland 300 feet above the city
from the United States to the Soviet Union Through Alaska itself, had a remarkable record of more than 300 clear flying
and Siberia ." When the President brought this up, Molotov days per year, despite its very cold dry climate in the winterr
observed that it was under advisement, but "he did not as yet'
If you look at a projection of the globe centered on the
know what decision had been reached ."
North Pole, you will see that Great Falls is almost on a direct
Major General John R. Deane has an ironic comment on line with Moscow . This was to be the new and secret Pipe
Russian procrastination, in this regard :
line. The Army called it ALSIB.
Before I left for Russia, General Arnold, who could
pound the desk and get things done in the United
States, had called me to his office, pounded the desk,
and told me what he wanted done in the way of improving air transportation between the United States
and Russia . He informed me that I was to obtain Russian approval for American operation of air transport
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CHAPTER THREE

We Move to Montana
It was the coldest weather in 25 years when the route was
mapped out. First of all, Major General Follette Bradley flew
experimentally by way of the old gold-field airstrips of Canada . With the Russians he scratched out a route from Great
Falls through Fairbanks, Alaska and across Siberia to Kuibyshev and Moscow . It is the coldest airway in the world across
the Yukon to Alaska and through the "Pole of Cold" in
Siberia, but it worked.
Colonel (theq Captain) Gardner, our trouble-shooter at
Newark, was one of the first to go ahead to Montana . Then
Lieutenant Thomas J . Cockrell arrived at Great Falls in
charge of an advance cadre to make arrangements for the
housing and quartering of troops of the 7th Ferrying Group
of the Air Transport Command, which was moving from
Seattle.
Gore Field was at that time known as the Municipal Air-'

port

of Great Falls. Although it had been selected as the
home of the 7th, actual construction of barracks and other
accommodations had not been started . The Great Falls Civic
Center was therefore selected as a temporary` home, with
headquarters, barracks, mess-hall and other facilities combined under the roof of the huge municipal structure . The
Ice Arena was also used as a combination barracks and messhall and temporary headquarters were established in the office
of Mayor Ed Shields and the offices of other city officials .
For nearly four months, the Civic Center remained the
home of the 7th Ferrying Group, while contractors rushed
construction of the barracks, hangars and other buildings
which were to make up the post on Gore Field . The group
completed its move up to Gore Hill early in November,
1942 . The 7th Group continued to supervise all stations andd
operations along the Northwest Route until November 17,

* Later it came out that we actually built bases for the Russians in kept in isolation and under Soviet guard as they built Siberian airSiberia, Colonel Maxwell E. Erdofy, the famous airport builder, and ports . I find no record anywhere of this work having been charged
crews from the Alcan Highway project were ordered to Russia and to Lend-Lease.

1942, when the Alaskan Wing of the Air Transport Command
was established to take over the operations of the route to
the north through Canada to Fairbanks, where hundreds
of Russian pilots were waiting to take over.
Major Alexander Cohn arrived from Spokane to establish
the 34th Sub-Depot for the Air Service Command . It was
this depot that supervised the mountains of air freight that
originated from all. over the United States and poured into the
funnel of this end of the Pipeline.
Colonel Gardner arranged for my transfer from Newark
to Great Falls. My orders designated me as "United . Nations
Representative ." Few people realize that although the United
Nations Organization was not set up in San Francisco until
September, 1945, the name "United Nations" was being, used
in the Lend-Lease organization as early as 1942, as in my
original orders to Newark .
For the record, I want to quote my orders to Great Falls,
with one phrase italicized. One reason for this is that in
1949 the New York Times printed the following statement
of a "spokesman" for the United Nations : "Jordan never
worked for the United Nations ." I thereupon took the original
copy of my orders in person to the Times, explained that this
was an Army designation as early as 1942, and asked them
in fairness to run a correction (which they did not do), since
I never claimed to have "worked for the United Nations" and
their story left the impression that I was lying. Here are my
orders, with the original Army abbreviations :
Army Air Forces
Headquarters, 34th Sub Depot
Air Service Command
Office of the Commanding Officer
Capt GEORGE R . JORDAN, 0468248, AC, having reported for duty this sta per Par 1, SO No . 50, AAF,
ASC, Hq New York Air Serv Port Area Comd, Newark
Airport, N .J ., dated 2 January 43, is hereby asgd United
Nations Representative, 34th Sub Depot, Great Falls,
Montana, effective this date .

By Command of
Lieutenant General ARNOLD,
Richard H. Ballard
Colonel, G .S.C.
Assistant Chief of Air Staff,
A-4
The following story illustrates the importance of "first
priority" and indicates how few people, even in the armed
services, were aware of it . One day a flying Colonel arrived
at Great Falls and asked for clearance to Fairbanks, Alaska .
He was told that his plane could not leave for the four days
it would take to comply with the winterization orders enabling
his plane to fly the cold route . He immediately demanded
sufficient mechanics to do the job in a few hours . I pointed
out that this would require mechanics who were working on
Russian planes. "I know I'm just an Air Force Colonel, ' he
muttered, "and I hate to discommode Uncle Joe, but I'm
afraid, Captain, that this American plane will have to take
precedence over the Russian planes ."
It isn't often that a Captain can contradict a Colonel .
When I showed him the foregoing directive and he read the
words, "the President has directed," and "first priority," he
was positively speechless . We suggested that he could borrow
some mechanics from Pocatello (Idaho) and Ogden (Utah)
to facilitate the winterization of his plane . But he went - around
with a puzzled look, muttering "First priorityl I'll be damned ."
He asked me whether many, Air Force pilots knew about this.
I told him that- they found it out when they hit Great Falls
and tried to enter the Pipeline .
To complete my dossier there was an order from the head,quarters of the Air Service Command which outlined my
duties in detail . I think it important enough to quote in full :
ARMY AIR FORCES
HEADQUARTERS
AIR SERVICE COMMAND
PATTERSON FIELD
FAIRFIELD, OHIO

By order of
Lt. Colonel MEREDITH .

1-7-43 .
SUBJECT : Duties in Connection
with Movement of
Russian Airplanes.
Commanding Officer
TO :
34th Sub Depot
Great Falls Municipal
Airport
Great Falls, Montana

These official orders activating my post were preceded on
January first by a Presidential directive . This directive was
addressed to the Commanding Generals of the Air Transport,
Material, and Air Service Commands, through Colonel H .
Ray Paige, Chief, International Section, Air Staff, who worked
directly under General Arnold . This directive gave first
priority for 'the planes passing through our station, even over
the planes of the United States Air Forcel It was extremely
important in all my work . I quote the crucial first paragraph :
HEADQUARTERS ARMY AIR
FORCES
WASHINGTON
January 1, 1943 .
MEMORANDUM FOR THE
COMMANDING GENERAL,
AIR SERVICE COMMAND :
Subject : Movement of Russian
Airplanes .
1 . The President has directed that "airplanes be delivered in accordance with protocol schedules by the
most expeditious means ." To implement these directives,
the modification, equipment and movement of Russian planes have been given first priority, even over
planes for U.S. Army Air Forces . . .
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1 . In connection with the movement of aircraft to
U .S.S.R. through your station, it is directed that you
appoint an officer who will be charged with the following duties :
a. Inspect aircraft upon arrival, to determine
(1) Condition
(2) Status of regular equipment
b. Install special flight equipment as requested by Russia.
c. Receive and store special flight equipment furnished
for this movement.
d. Report any shortages of regular equipment to United
Nations Branch, Overseas Section, and take necessary
action to have them supplied.
e. Furnish United Nations Branch, Overseas Section, with
daily report covering arrivals and departure of these
aircraft and status of those held on field .
f. Coordinate activities of Air Service Command, Air
Transport Command and Material Command which
affect' this entire movement of aircraft .
g. Receive and transmit messages and requisitions from
Fairbanks .

h. Coordinate and expedite air freight movements for
U.S.S.R from Great Falls and Edmonton.
2 . It is recommended that Captain Jordan who was
recently assigned to your station be appointed for this
Purpose .
By Command of
Major General FRANK :
a/C . P. Kane, Col . A.C .
for, LESTER T. MILLER
BRIGADIER GENERAL, U .S .A.
Chief, Supply Division
The temperatures were ranging from zero to 70 degrees
below zero along the route where the williwaws blow between
Great Falls and Fairbanks. The williwaws don't get down as
far as Gore Field, but gales up to 110 miles an hour moved
one pilot to, say, "If we used a 500-pound bomb as a windsock, it would blow around too much." Despite the cold, the
Engineer Corps were rebuilding the old Canadian gold-field
airstrips and were getting the airway really started as a Pipeline.
The Russian staff had moved from Newark, to Great Falls,

with Colonel Kotikov still at their head . By this time I was on
a very friendly personal basis with the Colonel . As human
beings, we got on very well together . From the viewpoint, of
the usual Russian behavior toward Americans, it could'evea
be said that we were on intimate terms.
Colonel Gardner decided that it would expedite matters if
I took a trip to Fairbanks, visiting the various airports en
route to familiarize myself with conditions and with the Russian personnel . I was to return and report back to Colonel
Winters and Colonel Doty in Dayton the type of accessories
that were needed to expedite the . deliveries of the cannon-Sting
P-39 Airacobras, the small fighting planes that were being
flown by contact. pilots to Ladd Field, Fairbanks . The medium
bombers and the transports could, of course, be flown by
instrument pilots. The Russians nicknamed the Bell Airacobras the Cobrastochkas ("dear little cobras"), andreported
that they were able to perform successfully all sorts of vertical
maneuvers, particularly the chandelle, and held a very definite
advantage over the Messerschmitt 109 . If bought in lots of
one thousand, the Airacobras cost U .S taxpayers only
$85,465.45 each.
On February first, 1943, I departed from Great Falls for
Fairbanks.

CHAPTER FOUR

How My Alaskan Report Helped
the Russians
On the day of my departure, Colonel Kotikov came down
Arrived Grand Prairie O.K . Then Fort St. John. Very
to the runway to see me off . He saw my "Gaffney" boots,
rugged looking ahead. Arrived Fort Nelson 3 :45 P.M.
lined with sheepskin, and looked horrified. "You Americans
Too overcast to go on . Went to Hudson Bay trading post.
know nothing about cold," he muttered, and, hustled me into
Saw a trapper with frozen whiskers who had come 70
a car. We. raced to his quarters, and he insisted on lending
miles through the bush by dogsled.
me his own Russian boots, made of felt with leather soles .
Unlike sheepskin, felt never gets damp from perspiration . It
On Thursday we arrived at Watson Lake, getting down just
also balloons down in a spread, making it possible to walk on in time to avoid the very bad snowstorm which had started . .
snow without breaking through . I had good reason to be During the afternoon and night of the next day thirteen men
grateful to the Colonel for the boots.
perished, and Februrary 5, 1943 became known as "Black
As we drove back to the plane, Colonel Kotikov informed Friday" on the American arm of the Pipeline . Everyone
me with a pleasant grin that his._ wife
was on her way from aboard the C-49 transport piloted by Colonel Mensinger was
Russia to join him at Great Falls It had been my experience
that only the favored few could get their wives to join them lost.
I had met Colonel Mensin ger that Friday morning at WaU
from the Soviet Union ; I had more reason than ever to conson
Lake. We were all blizzard-bound-about 30 pilots-sider that I was working with an important member of the
with the weather closed on the north by a frost-bank 10,000
Russian hierarchy.
Incidentally, Mrs. Kotikov arrived at Great Falls after my feet high . The outdoor temperature was 35 to 50 degrees bereturn from Fairbanks. She was the, most seasick person I low zero . The runway was a strip of solid ice, between furrows
have ever seen, and it took all the efforts of our medical staff of snow. That day the sun rose at 10 :15 A.M. and set around
to .bring her back to -normalcy . But it wasn't the sea voyage four o'clock in the afternoon . At midday our pilot, Captain
from Vladivostok which caused her illness . It was the land Arthur C. Rush, and I struggled across the field to the
voyage, Mrs . Kotikov told us, across Siberia by camel carat weather station. We were protected by three suits of winter
vanl She assured us that a rocking boat was infinitely preferL underwear, furlined flying jackets, special gloves, chamois
able to a swaying camel. Since she spoke some English, ang face masks and three pairs of heavy socks inside our boots .
quickly learned to use a typewriter, she became Kotikov'S At the weather shack we found an officer who introduced
secretary, office manager, and general assistant.
himself as Colonel Mensinger . Of slight figure and medium
My flight from Great Falls to Fairbanks-about 1,926 stature, he was well on the way to fifty years . He was intelll
miles-took six days! I kept a day-by-day record of the night- gent and courteous, but he grew indignant as messages began
marish trip, much of it penciled in the air . Also, it was my crackling off earphones inside the depot . ,
habit to write once a week to my mother, and some of my
"Just listen!' he exclaimed . "All' we need to know about
letters have helped me to piece out the record quite fully . weather is coming through from naval stations in the' Aleu
The first three days of the trip, the easiest leg, brought us to tians and submarines far out at sea. But we can't understand
Watson Lake . Here are some diary entries :
a word of it. Men are dying because it isn't protocol for the
Navy to share its code with the Army ." He said he had jotted
Tuesday,, Feb. 2 -Landed at Edmonton, first stop .
down a notebook full of memoranda on weather intelligence,
Weather foggy, but up above the clouds we saw the
"our worst bottleneck ." When he got to Edmonton, he would
Rockies and a gorgeous sunset against the mountains .
prepare a "broadside of a report ."
Many Canadian fliers and planes.
Just then it was announced on the loudspeaker that
Wednesday, Feb. 3-Covered very mountainous
Colonel Mensinger, who was flying south, could go, if he
country at 10,000 feet. Lots of clouds and storm patches.
wanted to take a chance ; but that Captain Rush and I, who
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were northbound, had to stay. The Colonel said he would
face the risk. For . the sake of American lives, he felt that his
report could not wait. As we shook hands, he complimented
me on the work being done at Great Falls.
Rush and I were tramping off to lunch when we heard his
motors start . The plane dashed along the runway in a spume
of ice chips kicked up by metal grippers in the tires. Thus
Colonel Mensinger, with his ten companions and his notes
on weather service reform, vanished into oblivion . His body
was not found until five years later.
This was my diary entry for the next days
Saturday, Feb . 6-Temperature 35 below. Slept last
night in sleeping bag . Huskie dog under my bed bad
nightmare, howled and upset bed . In evening saw old
movie, "King of Alcatraz ." Played poker with the boys ;
won a little. Two of our best pursuit pilots sprained
ankles, first time on skis ; no more skiing allowed.
Magnificent Northern Lights . After sunset beautiful glow
in black night from sun below horizon-very strange.
Three wolves ran across lake, must be very hungry to
come that close . Colonel Mensinger's plane and another
plane reported lost . . . Others went up, looked for
fires or signals . Nothing seen .

On Monday our enforced stay at Watson Lake ended, but
we were in for a much greater ordeal . We began the sixhour flight from Watson Lake to Fairbanks by crossing an
area that became known as "the Million Dollar Valley," because planes worth more than that sum were lost there . It
was the 220-mile run from Watson Lake to Whitehorse, the
next airfield to the north. We went up to 14,000 feet to
break out of the frost-bank . It had been 54 below zero when
we left the ground. At nearly three miles up we estimated
the temperature at 70 .
Then our heater frozel We knew we were in for it . This
is what I later wrote home from Fairbanks to my mother :
That trip from Watson Lake was a horror . I never
knew a person could be so cold . I nearly lost a couple
of toes, and my heels are still sore . My nostrils cracked
when I breathed and the corners of my mouth hurt
like a toothache. I shut my eyes because the eyeballs
pained so . My shaving brush froze and the hairs
dropped offjust like my • eyelashes . I ate forty lumps
of sugar and lots of candy bars . Your socks were a big
.help . The pilot couldn't see out of the window because
of his breath freezing on the pane . So we flew by instruments until the end, when we used lighter fluid to wash
a hole to land by . . . .
When our plane put down at Fairbanks, the first person
aboard was a Russian girl of middle height, a mechanic, with
a flat Slavic face and with the shoulders and torso of a
wrestler . She took one look at me and screamed .
I was told later that my mouth resembled icy slush. My
nose and cheekbones were covered with frost and my eyes
were staring like glass . I couldn't stand erect, because my
knees were bent as if crippled with rheumatism . So were my
elbows, I was almost insensible . After all, I was forty-five
years old, and couldn't take it like pilots in their twenties .
Without inh ibitions, the generous girl seized my head with
her brawny arms and hugged it to her warm bosom . She held
it there until I could feel "pins and needles," which showed
that the tissues were warming back to life . Then she helped
me into her "Bug"-a midget car with tractors for snowwork-and sped across the field to the Russian operations
office.
I was stripped down to shorts and plunged into a tub of
cold water, which to my body seemed hot . Cups of cold
water were poured over my head and shoulders by Russian
men and girls. One of them brought vodka in a paper cup
and grinned at me : "Russian medicinel"

As I sipped it gratefully, my mind began to work- again .
Through the window I saw our plane, which had been towed
across the • field . An air hose, blowing out the heater pipe,
hurled chunks of ice against the building : Then there was
a roar of engines, and the C-47, which Captain Rush had
landed only' a few minutes earlier, was off for Siberia with
a Soviet crew.
Suddenly the Russians, including a Colonel or so, dropped
everything and stood at attention . Over my shoulder, for the
first time, I saw the slight, elegant figure of a man about
forty years old and weighing 125 pounds . His hair was black,
and his dark, ascetic face could have been that of a holy recluse .
When he addressed me, the voice was soft and gentle . He
spoke in cultivated English. "I'm sorry you had such a hard
trip," he murmured . I gave him a wet hand . He ordered the
Russians to heat cloths on the steam radiator and put them
against my neck . At his direction, they rubbed me down with
rough towels until I thought the skin would come off . Finally
he said that if I felt well enough he would like me to be his
guest at dinner. I accepted, 'and he departed .
I asked who he was . The answer was one of the names
most dreaded by Russians in America-that of the LendLease spy chief for the Soviet Purchasing Commission, Alexei
A . Anisimov.
At Fairbanks you do everything underground, and don't
come up except to fly. Shops, restaurants, quarters-they all
made a marvelous underground city . The underground part
of the airport was in the shape of a circular tunnel five miles
long and nine feet in diameter, connected by stairways with
heated offices and hangars above . At this time the new Alcan
highway was not yet through, and was not expected until
the spring . Everything had to be brought into Fairbanks
by plane or boat. The airport was known as Ladd Field.
There were seldom fewer than 150 Soviet pilots at Ladd
Field, and sometimes there were as many as 600. They were,
older and hardier than our boys, and nearly all were combat
veterans. The deadly Siberian lane was considered a great
honor by these pilots, and it was held out to them as a reward for courage and for wounds in action.
While I was there, one of these pilots landed an Airacobra
on the apron instead of the runway, and drove it weaving
among other craft parked along the plaza . The operations
officer, Captain Frederick J . Kane, took him to task . The
flier answered rudely : "I got eight Nazi planes . How many
you got?"
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As I entered the Officers' Mess, in response to Mr .
Anisimov's invitation, I noticed that the Americans kept apart,
on the other side of the dining-hall, where women were not
allowed . The Russians, on the other hand, were sitting with
their wives, and with girl translators . I looked for my host,
but could not spot him . Suddenly the Russians stopped eating,
thrust their hands under the tables, and sat at attention.
Mr . Anisimov had entered.
He greeted me cordially . As we sat down at his table,
the silence in the room persisted . It was not until he picked
up his knife and fork that the Russians shifted from "attention" to "at ease ." He acted as if this procedure were
the most natural thing in the world, and undoubtedly it was,
for him.
At that dinner I sealed my subsequent fate in the Army,
the final outcome of which was not to occur until fifteen
months later . ' Data that Mr. Anisimov . gave me, verified by
my personal inspection, formed the basis of the Alaskan report which I made on my return to Great Falls . This report
touched off a drastic reorganization in the Northwest area . It
also brought upon me the wrath of Colonel Dale V . Gaffney,
commander of Ladd Field and chief of the Cold Weather
Testing Unit at Fairbanks, who was Anisimov's bete noire.
In the big shake-up which my report subsequently sparked,
the Russian movement was transferred to the AAF's Alaskan
Wing. But the following October Gaffney was promoted to

Brigadier General and became my commanding officer . Thus
was fulfilled the prophecy of a friend who called me from
Wright Field as soon -as he read my Alaskan report . "It's nice
to have met you," he said . "I'll . see you in civilian life sometime . Don't you know you've cut your own, throat?"
My official jugular had 15 months to go as I sat at the
dinner table with Mr . Anisimov and he outlined his complaints. Colonel Gaffney, he charged, was taking all the good
mechanics for his weather operations when it was obvious
that the very best ones should be servicing Russian planes
for the 6,000-mile hop across Asia . The Alaska Defense Force
was snatching Russian supplies for its own needs in Alaska
and the Aleutians . Equipment for both Alaska and Russia,
mixed in utter confusion, lay stretched for miles in heaps
buried under snow, along the bank of the Tanana River .
As the last point was difficult to credit,, I borrowed a
heated truck the next day, and made morning and afternoon trips along the riverside . It was 50 below zero, so cold
that I could work only twenty minutes at a time before
returning to the truck to warm up ; the task would have been
impossible without Colonel Kotikov's boots . On the morning
tour I was accompanied by my Lend-Lease opposite number
at Ladd Field, Captain Robert P . Mortimer.
Captain Mortimer originated a suggestion, that delighted
the Russians . It came in a letter addressed to me' in Great
Falls some days later : "Do you think you 'could put any
cargo, say four or five hundred pounds, in each of the A-20s
and B-25s that are coming up . here?' Thereafter we loaded
350 pounds of freight on every B-25 and 320 pounds 'on every
A-20. Since they could make the run to Moscow in . twothirds of the time needed by transport craft, Colonel Kotikov
used the bombers for triple-A priority shipments .
Captain Mortimer told me that a building previously used
for storing Russian goods had been taken from him by the
Alaska Defense Force, and, that all materials reaching Fairbanks had been combined in one giant pool . There was no
inventory, and he was having trouble locating supplies scheduled for Russia. A quotation from my Alaskan report speaks
for itself :

bombers. The Russians explained that they had , plenty of
real Nazi targets to practice on .
Among other things, it was recommended that each air,
station should have a first echelon repair shop, and spare
supplies of tires, tubes, generators and radio sets ;. that Rus
sian materials be isolated in a 'building of their own at Fairbanks ;, and that facilities and personnel at Gore Field be
enlarged to cope with the mounting operations .

On Wednesday, February 10th, our return-trip plane
arrived from the Russian front . It was a C-47, . thoroughly
pounded and badly in need of repairs . It had no heater.
Captain Rush looked it over, and said, "I hope it ., angs
together long enough to get us home ." We started the engines
and finally took off . 1 1 had exchanged farewells with . Mr.
Anisimov that morning..
We flew to 14,000 feet and - soon everything on the, plane
was frozen. An orange in my pocket became ;as ' hard as a
rock. We had on board ten pilots and crewmen who had
delivered Soviet planes at Ladd Field and were returning to
Great Falls for another consignment .
It got colder and colder . Some time later,, looking out
from the sleeping bag into which I ' had crawled with all
clothes on, I was amazed to see 'the crew chief, Sergeant
O'Hare, holding the blaze of a blow-torch against his foot .
He said he could feel nothing. I told him he would' burn
off his toes and be crippled for life. He said he knew it, but
anything was better than freezing to death. I put out the
torch and rubbed his feet with a crash towel. When circulation was restored, he did the same for 'me .
We managed to get,. to Fort Nelson, where a safe landing
was made and where we had a good dinner of caribou steak.
We were all ready to take off again when a snowstorm arose,
so we decided to stay over in the comfortable log cabins . In
the morning it was 33 below zero and it was with the greatest
difficulty that we coaxed the motors to start, warming them
up from 6 A .M . to 9 A .M .
When we were 150 miles from Edmonton, the' fuel pressure
of the right engine began an ominous drop! We got ready
to heave everything overboard except U .S . mail and Russian
We drove about five miles through woods along a
dispatches and diplomatic pouches from Moscow. I tore out
the radio operator's table, wrenched off the toilet seat, distortuous road. I found the supply pool not in buildings
and segregated in bins, but strung along the river bank
posed of every loose object in sight. Poor Captain Heide,
in many different piles . Some were under tarpaulins and
who had been two years in Nome and was on his first reall were under much snow . We got out several times,
turn trip to the U.S ., watched as I dragged his' steamer trunk
to the door.
probed the snow away with sticks and looked at the
Tlae gauge dropped from 20 to 6 . I adjusted my parachute
boxes .
We saw many generators, complete Mobile Depot
and opened the door . At 3 we would fling everything overunits, complete instrument shops in crates, unwrapped
board and bail out, leaving Captain Rush to try a belly landing
tires of different sizes and thousands of boxes of airwith one engine . Then the pressure began rising. When it
craft parts buried so deep in snow that it was difficult
got to' 10 we breathed a big sigh, shook hands and sat down
to know whether we were scraping the true bottom .' . .
again . By this time Edmonton was in sight . Were we glad
By actual count I saw nearly a hundred boxed Prattto get downl
Whitney and other type motors covered with snow along
After lunch we set out 'on the last lap to Great Falls . Just
this river front. . . . In one case we found a mimeoas we took . off, I saw gasoline pouring over my window . The
graph machine, 'for which Captain Mortimer said he had
tank cap on the left wing had been put back loose, and, was
been trying several months to get an order through.
swept off by the slipstream . The whole side of the plane was
. . There seemed to be hundreds and hundreds of boxes .
being drenched . I ran and told the pilot, who said : "Boys, all
of Air, Corps spare parts, tools, dies, belly tanks, tires,
we can do is pray that we don't have any sparks from that
pioneer equipment and wheel assemblies . . .
left engine ."
A sergeant (my driver) told me' that in the spring this
We tightened parachutes and flattened noses against the
riverr always overflows its banks for a quarter of a mile
windows looking for sparks, as Captain Rush wheeled around
on either side . It is a most dangerous situation beto land. Seconds seemed like hours . I looked down on Edcause many supplies will surely sink out of sight in the
monton and wondered in what part of the town I would land
moist tundra, if they are not actually inundated by the
if I had to jump.
The pilot skillfully banked the motor to keep sparks away
freshet when the ice breaks.
from the gasoline spray, and throttled the left engine the
Including my list of recommendations, the report was moment our wheels touched the ground . We radioed the coneight pages long. As a tribute to Colonel Mensinger, I urged trol tower, and a jeep dashed up with a new cap . We not only
that naval weather codes be made available to Air Forces screwed it on, we wired it down . By then we were looking at
radio operators . I included three Russian requests, in behalf another sunset, and flew homeward by the, light of the stars .
It was around midnight of Friday, February 12th, when
of speed, which were granted : de-icer boots were removed
from all planes ; camera installations were stripped from Air- we got back to Great Falls . All my life I.'had heard of the
acobras ; and tow-target equipment was,omitted from B-25 "Frozen North." Now I knew what a terror it is.
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One the morning of February 17th I laid my Alaskan report before Colonel Meredith, a rugged, veteran who had
been trained at West . Point . He read it through with minute
care, word by word . Then he demanded incredulously : "You
want me to endorse this?" I answered yes; the report was
what I was sent to Fairbanks to get .
"I thought you wanted to be a Major," he said. "Evidently
you've given up all hope of promotion ." But instead of
handing the papers back, he called a stenographer to take a
memo . for Lieutenant Colonel P. I . Doty, chief of the United
Nations Branch, Patterson Field, Fairfield, Ohio .
At that ' moment I admired more than ever the type of
officer developed by the U .S. Military Academy. Colonel
Meredith was a close friend of Gaffney, but this is what he
dictated : "The attached report of Captain Jordan has been
,read and carefully noted . It is strongly recommended that
constructive action based on findings, in the attached report
be inaugurated immediately "
At the next rating. of officers, which took place every
three months, Colonel Meredith jumped me from "excellent"
to "superior ." When I came up for promotion, he sent a .
letter which I treasure. He . wrote that he believed the "thoroughness and forcefulness" I had displayed were "strong"
factors in expediting the movement of United Nations airplanes through . Great Falls"; and that my "tact and understanding had contributed materially to excellent relations with
the Russian representatives."
As for my Alaskan report, Colonel Gardner told me that
Lieutenant Colonel Ambrose A . Winters, executive officer of
the United Nations Branch at Wright Field, had ordered a
couple of hundred mimeographs of my report put in circulation. But Colonel Gardner warned me that from now
on I would be a "marked man ." He observed that PrattWhitney motors cost the taxpayers $25,000 each and he
added : "You would be the one to go out in the snow and
dig them up!"
Inspectors began to rush to Fairbanks by the plane load.
They started with first lieutenants and captains . As their
reports went back, confirming mine, the rank ascended to
majors and lieutenant colonels . Arriving at last was a full
colonel named Hugh J . Knerr, who afterwards becamg a
major general . He was chief of the Headquarters Air Service
Command at Fairfield, and had been empowered to settle the
matter once and for all.

Colonel d'Arce announced that my report was "raising
the roof," and that Colonel Gaffney had been summoned to
Washington by the- Chief of Staff of the Army Air Forces,
Major General E . Stratemeyer. Gaffney wanted to see me
when he passed through Great Falls . Colonel d'Arce continued . I was eligible for some leave, and if I liked he would get
orders cut for me to go to Seattle or San Francisco . My reply
was that I wouldn't run away .
He left us alone when Colonel Gaffpey arrived . I had
never seen him before . He was a giant of a man, with a
square, massive head and the super-structure of a Babe
Ruth . He slammed his fist on the desk and roared : "You've
certainly raised hell! What right had you to come into my
post and make a report without consulting me?"
I explained that while I was in Fairbanks he was absent
on a flight to photograph mountains ; I had discharged my
military duty by reporting to Lieutenant Colonel Raymond
F . F, Kitchingman, commander of the 384th Supply Squadron
which handled shipments to Russia : I quoted Mr . Anisimov
as declaring that he had protested repeatedly to Colonel
Gaffney without result .
"I'm going to Washington," shouted the Colonel, "to try
and undo the damage you've done. I'm giving you a last
chance to retract!"
I said the 'report was true and I wouldn't take back a
line . I remembered the six words which Sergeant Cook had
once assured me would stop any brass-hat in his tracks . What
I had done, I told Colonel Gaffney, was "for the good of
the service ." He was too furious to speak, and dismissed me
with a fling of the arm.
At least I could point to these results of my Alaskan report :
The Navy's code was thrown open to wireless operators on
the Pipeline's American leg .
There were personnel changes made at Ladd Field, one of
which was a new supply officer for the 384th Squadron .
Consignments for Russia were separated from those of
the Alaska Defense Force .
Adequate storage housing was ordered .
The Russian operation was now recognized as paramount
at Great Falls . It was shifted to the town's largest air installation (from which a bomber training center had removed
overseas), known as "East Base ."

CHAPTER FIVE

The Black Suitcases
After my return to Great Falls I began to realize an important fact : while we were a pipeline to Russia, Russia was
also a pipeline to us .
One really disturbing fact which brought this home to me
was that the entry of Soviet personnel into the United States
was completely uncontrolled . Planes were arriving regularly
from Moscow with unidentified Russians aboard. I would see
them jump off planes, hop over fences, and run for taxicabs .
They seemed to know in advance exactly where they were
headed, tend how to get there . It was an ideal set-up for
planting spies in this country, with false identities, for use
during and after the war ."
It is hard to believe, but in 1943 there was no censorship
set-up at Great Falls . An inspector more than 70 years old,
named Randolph K. Hardy, did double work for the Treasury
Department in customs and immigration . His office, in the

city, was fou : miles from the airfield . He played the organ in
a local church, and I was often told he was practicing and
could not be interrupted . I took it on myself to provide him
with telephone, typewriter, desk, file cabinet, stenographer,
interpreter and staff car.
Finally I was driven to put up a large sign over my own
office door, with the legend in Russian and English : "Customs Office-Report Here ." When Mr . Hardy was not present
I got into the habit of demanding passports myself and jotting
down names and particulars. It was not my job, but the list
in my diary of Russians operating in this country began to
swell by leaps and bounds . In the end I had the' 418 names
mentioned earlier in this book .
Despite my private worries, my relations with Colonel
Kotikov were excellent. I was doing all that I could do to
expedite Russian shipments ; my directives were clear, and I

Major General Follette Bradley, USAF (Ret.), winner of the personal knowledge I know that beginning early in 1942 Russian
Distinguished Service Medal for his pioneering of the Alsib Pipe- civilian and military agents were in our country in huge numbers.
line, wrote to the New York Times on Aug. 31, 1951 : "Of my own
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was following them out to the best of my ability . .
Colonel Kotikov was well aware that a Major could do
more expediting than a Captain . I was not too surprised, therefore, to learn that Kotikov had painstakingly dictated in
English the following letter to Colonel Gitzinger :
ARMY AIR FORCES
34th Sub-Depot
United Nations Unit
Great Falls, Montana
March 8, 1943 .
Lt . Col . C. H . Gitzinger,
Third National Building,
Dayton, Ohio.
Dear Colonel Gitzinger :
Capt. Jordan work any day here, is always with the
same people, Sub .Depot Engineering Officer, Major Boaz ;
They were free to move about without' restraint or check and, in
order to visit our arsenals, depots, factories and proving grounds,'
they had only to make known their desires . Their authorized visits
to military establishments numbered in the thousands . .
"I also personally know that scores of Russians were permitted to
enter American territory in 1942 without visa . I believe that over
the war years this number was` augmented at least by, hundreds ."
7th Ferrying Group Base Engineering Officer, Major
Lawrence ; Alaskan Wing Control and Engineering
Officer, Major Taylor ; Snb-Depot Executive Officer,
Major O'Neill ; and Base Supply Officer, Major Ramsey .
He is much hindered in his good, work by under
rank with these officers who he asks for things all time .
I ask you to recommend him ' for equal rank to help
Russian movement here .
A. N . KOTIKOV
Col., U.S.S .R. Representative
When my promotion finally came through, the gold oak
leaves were pinned on my shoulders by Colonel Kotikov .
This occasion was, photographed and the picture is reproduced
elsewhere in this book .
Now two other occurrences began troubling me . The first
was the unusual number of black patent-leather suitcases,
bound with white window-sash cord and sealed with red
wax, which were coming through on the route to Moscow .
The second was the burglary of morphine ampuls from half
of the 500 first aid kits in our Gore Field warehouse.
The first black suitcases, six in number, were in charge
of a Russian officer and I passed them without question upon
his declaration that they were "personal luggage ." But the
units mounted to ten, twenty and thirty and at last to standard batches of fifty which weighed almost two tons and consumed the cargo allotment of an entire plane . The officers
were replaced by armed 'couriers, traveling in pairs, and the
excuse for avoiding inspection was changed from "personal
luggage" to "diplomatic immunity."
Here were tons of material$ proceeding to the Soviet Union,
and I had no idea what they were . If interrogated, I should
have to plead ignorance .
I began pursuing Colonel Kotikov with queries and protests. He answered with one eternal refrain . The suitcases
were of "highest diplomatic character." I retorted that they
were not being sent by the Soviet Embassy but the Soviet
Government Purchasing Commission in Washington . He asserted that, whatever the origin, they were covered by diplomatic immunity, But I am sure he knew that one of these
days I would try to search the containers .
They had grown to such importance in the eyes of the
Russians that they asked for a locked room . The only door
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in the warehouse with a lock was that to the compartment
in which the first-aid packets were kept . I put itat Colonel
Kotikov's disposal., The couriers took turn about. First one
and then the gther slept on top of the suitcases, while his
companion stood guard . Perhaps unjustly, I suspected them
of stealing our morphine.They were the only persons left in
the storeroom without witnesses .
At four o'clock one cold afternoon in March, 1943, Colonel Kotikov said to me "I want you dinner tonight ." Then be
.doubled the surprise by whisking from his ulster pockets two
slender bottles with long, sloping necks . "Vodkal"
The invitation was accepted with pleasure and, also curiosity.
For almost a year now I had associated with Colonel Kotllkov
and his staff, but I had never dined with them . As a matter
of routine they lunched with us at the Officers' Club . But at
night they disappeared, wandering off by themselves' to
other restaurants or the dining-room of the Rainbow Hotel,
where they were quartered . So far as I knew, this was the
first time they had bidden an American to 'an evening repast.
It, reminded me of, my meal with Mr . Anisimov, who had
wanted something from me .
At the Officers' Club we had noticed that the Russians
were, extremely absent-minded about picking up bar checks .
These oversights were costing us around $80 monthly, and
we decided to remedy the situation . In the club were several
slot-machines, for which the Russians had a passion. We
decided to. "set aside" one machine to cover their libations .
Thanks to the one-armed mechanical bandit, we contrived
after all to make them settle for their liquor.
Now, of a sudden, they asked me to dinner and were
offering vodka, free, as an allurement.' I could not help wondering why . Acting, on a hunch, I excused myself from riding
to town with Colonel Kotikov in his Pontiac. I. decided I
would take my staff car, which had a soldier driver ; -in :case
of need, I preferred to have mobility . I was directed to join
the party at seven, o'clock at a restaurant in Great Falls
known as "Carolina Pines.y'
There was not much time, so I hastened to ask our
maintenance chief whether the Russians were planning 'any
flights. He answered yes ; they had a C-47 staged oa the line,
preparing to go. It was being warmed up with Nelson heaters
-large canvas bags, fed with hot air, which were made to
slip over motors and propellers. (Winter temperatures' at the
airfield could be as severe as at Fairbanks, ranging from
20 to 70 degrees below zero . Oil would sometimes freeze as
hard as stone, and two to four hours were required to thaw
out an engine .)
The Russians wielded a high hand at the airbase, but I
had one power they respected. Though Lend-Lease planes
were delivered to them at . Great Falls. they were flown by
American pilots as far as Fairbanks . No American pilot could
leave without clearance, and I had authority to ground any
plane at any time . In my absence, permission was ., given by
the flight Officer of the Day . I called the control tower, gave
the telephone number of the restaurant, and issued a positive
order, that no cargo plane was to ' be cleared for Russia
excepty
by myself.
Occupied by these thoughts, I drove to "Carolina Pines ."
It was on the second floor of a big frame structure, with an
outside stairway like a , fire escape . The gathering consisted of
five Russians and a single American, myself. Colonel Kotikov
acted as host, and among the guests was Colonel G. E.
Tsvetkov, head of the fighter-pursuit division of the Soviet
Purchasing Commission .
When Colonel Kotikov produced his vodka bottles, I decided it would be only civil, in this minute corner of Russia,
to do as the Russians did . I am practically a total,abstainer ;
my yearly ration would average no more than one bottle of
Scotch. Luckily for me, the vodka supply was limited. Small
wine glasses were handed about, instead of the usual ; goblets .
Our host offered the first pledge "to the great Stalin ." We
tossed the liquid . fire into our throats, and I imitated the
others by h olding. my glass upside down, at arm's length,
The refill was . instantaneous, and the second toast was

to "Novikov ." I asked who he was . "The great Field Marshal A. Novikov," I was told, "Commander-in-Chief of the
Red Army Air Forces ." The third name was "Pokryshkin ."
I had never heard of him either, and found he was Colonel
Alexander Pokryshkin, Soviet ace, with 48 German planes to
his credjt .
Since the Russians had failed to do so, I made bold at
this point to suggest a toast to President Franklin D . Roosevelt . It was drunk with a will . So was a second pledge,, in
honor of my chief, General Henry H . Arnold, Commander
of the U .S. Army Air Forces . With the vodka under our
belts, we moved to chairs about the table . But at 8 :30 o'clock
when we were two-thirds finished, the waitress handed me a
message in pencil. It notified me to call the control tower at
once .
At a public telephone, in the corridor, I learned that the
C-47 had warmed up and that a couple of newly arrived
couriers were demanding clearance . Without returning to the
dining-room, I threw on my great-coat, scuffled down the
stairs and ordered the driver to race full speed for the hangars,
four miles away .
It was mid-winter in Great Falls . Snow was deep on the
ground, and stars glittered frostily in a crystal sky . The temperature that night was about 20 degrees below zero .
As we neared the Lend-Lease plane there loomed up, in its
open door, the figure of a burly, barrel-chested Russian . His
back was propped against one jamb of the portal . An arm
and a leg were stretched across to the opposite side . I clambered up and he tried to stop me by pushing hard with his
stomach . I pushed back, ducked under his arm, and stood
inside the cabin .
It was dimly lighted by a solitary electric bulb in the dome .
Faintly visible was an expanse of black suitcases, with white
ropes, and seals of crimson wax . On top of them, reclining on
one elbow upon a blanket, was a second Russian, slimmer
than the fast, who sprang to his feet as I entered. They were
mature men, in the forties, and wore beneath leather jackets
.the inevitable blue suits of Russian civilians . Under each
coat, from a shoulder holster, protruded the butt of a pistol.
It had been no more than a guess that a fresh installment
of suitcases might be due . My first thought was : "Another
hunch of those damn things!" The second was that if I was
ever going to open them up, now was as good a time as
any. With signs I made the Russians understand what I intended to do.
Promptly they went insane . They danced . They pushed at
me with their hands and shrieked over and over the one
English word they appeared to know . It was "deeplomateekl"
I brushed them aside and took from my pocket a metal
handle containing a safety razor blade which I carry in preference to a pocket knife .
Sensing its purpose, the lean courier flung himself face
down across the suitcases, with arms and legs out-spanned to
shield as many as possible with his body . I dragged one of the
containers from under him, and he leaped up again as I
started to saw through the first cord. At this sight their antics
and shouts redoubled .
While opening the third suitcase, I had a mental flash
that brought sweat to my forehead . The Russians .were half
mad with fury and terror . They were on both sides of me,
in front and behind . Supposing, in desperation, one of them
shot me in the back? There would be no American witness,
and my death could be passed off as "a deplorable accident ."
I called to a Yank soldier who was on patrol thirty feet
away. He crunched over through the snow . Bending down
,from the plane, I asked whether he had had combat experience. He answered that he had, in the South Pacific . I
stooped lower and murmured :
"I'm going to open more of this baggage . I want you to
watch these two Russians. Both are armed . I don't expect
any trouble . But if one of them aims a gun at me, I want you
to let him have it first. Understand?"
After a moment's thought, he looked me in the eye and

said, "Sir, is that an order?" I replied that it was an order .
He clicked the bolt of his rifle to snap a cartridge into the
chamber and brought the weapon to ready . He was tall
enough for his head 'to clear the doorsill. The muzzle was
pushed forward to command the interior .
One courier jumped from the plane and sprinted for the
hangars, where there were telephones . The other, his face
contorted as if to keep from crying, began reknotting the
cords I had severed . There was little trouble getting into the
suitcases because the Russians had bought the cheapest on
the market . They had no locks, but only pairs of clasps .
All were consigned to the same address . The entry on the
bill of lading read : "Director, Institute of Technical and
Economic Information, 47 Chkalovskaya, Moscow 120,
U .S .S.R."
I decided to attempt only a spot check-one suitcase, say,
in every three. I examined perhaps eighteen out of fifty.
Otherwise the search was fairly thorough, as I was looking
for morphine . (Incidentally, none was found.) The light
was so weak that' it was impossible to decipher text .without
using a flash lamp . I had to take off . my gloves, and my
fingers grew numb with cold .
Using one knee as a desk, I jotted notes with a pencil
on two long envelopes that happened to be in my pocket .
There was usually one entry, or phrase of description, for
each suitcase inspected . These scrawls were gathered within
the next few days into a memorandum, after which I discarded the envelopes . A page bf the memorandum is reproduced in this book on pages 80, 81 .
The first thing I unearthed made me snort with disgust . It
was a ponderous tome on the art of shipping four-legged
animals . Was this the kind of twaddle American pilots
were risking their lives to carry? But in the back I found a
series of tables listing railroad mileages from almost any
point in the United States to any other . ,
Neatly packed with the volume were scores of roadmaps, of the sort available at filling stations to all comers .
But I made a note that they were "marked strangely ." Taken
together, they furnished a country-wide chart, with names
and places, of American industrial plants: For example,
Pittsburgh entries included "Westinghouse" and "Blaw-Knox ."
The next suitcase to be opened was . crammed with material
assembled in America by the official Soviet news organ, the
Tass Telegraph Agency . A third was devoted to Russia's
government-owned Amtorg Trading Corporation of New
York . One yielded a collection of maps of the Panama Canal
Commission, with markings to show strategic spots in the
Canal Zone and d istances . to islands and ports within a 1,000mile radius .
Another was filled with documents relating to the Aberdeen Proving Ground, one of the most "sensitive" areas in
the war effort . Judging by their contents, various suitcases
could have been labeled under the heads of machine tools,
oil refineries, blast furnaces, steel foundries, mining, coal,
concrete, and the like . Other folders were stuffed with naval
and shipping intelligence . There seemed to be hundreds of
commercial catalogues and scientific magazines.
I noted that there were letters from Yakov M. Lomakin.
Afterwards, as Soviet Consul General in New York, he
played a part in the Mme . Kasenkina "leap-for-freedom"
incident which forced him to quit the country . There were
also sheafs of information about Mexico, Argentina and
Cuba.
There were groups of documents which, on the evidence
of stationery, had been contributed by the Departments of
Agriculture, Commerce and State . All such papers had been
trimmed close to the text, with white margins removed . I
decided that this was done either to save weight, or to remove "Secret," "Confidential" or "Restricted" tamps that
might have halted a shipment, or for both reasons .
I distinctly remember five or six State Department folders,
bound with stout rubber bands . Clipped to each was a tab.
The first read : "From Sayre ." I took down the words because
it ran through my head that someone of that name had
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recently been High Commissioner to the Philippines.
penciled it on my envelope as "H.H ." This may not have
Then' I copied the legend : "From Hiss ." * I had never been an exact transcription. In any case, my intention is
clear. It was to chronicle, on the spot, my identification of
heard of Alger Hiss, and made the entry because the folder
bearing his name happened to be second_ in the pile . It con- the author as Harry Hopkins. It was general usace at Great
tained hundreds of photostats of what seemed to be military Falls or elsewhere to refer to him as "Harry Hopkins, withreports . There was a third name which I did not copy but out the middle initial
I remember distinctly having had to remove the letter from
which stuck in my mind because it was the same as that of
my dentist. The tab read : "From Geiger ." I did not list and a metal clip . It held two other exhibits-obviously the Ahings
cannot remember the names on other State Department which Oscar, or Carrie, had such difficulty in "getting away
from Groves ." One was a thick map. When unfolded, it
folders .
In one was an account by an American Army officer of a proved to be as wide as the span of my extended arms . In
tour in the Near East. I read it hurriedly . Turkey and Iran large letters it bore a legend which I recorded : "Oak Ridge,
Manhattan Engineering District ."
were among the countries he had reviewed, unconsciously,
The other was a carbon copy of a report, two or. three
for the Kremlin's enlightenment. Glancing through the document, I found passages dealing with Soviet military strength pages long, which was dated Oak Ridge . If it had a signature, I did not set it down. At the
. top of the first page,
in and about this area.
Bewildering, to say the least, was the discovery of volumi- impressed with a rubber stamp, or typed, was the . legend :
"Harry Hopkins" followed by the title "Special Asst . 'Conous copigs of reports which American attaches in Moscow
had forwarded trustfully, in diplomatic pouches, to their ordinator" or "Administrator." I gathered that this particular
superiors in Washington . I asked 'myself what these officers copy had been earmarked for Mr. Hopkins. In the text of
would think if they knew their most secret dispatches were the report was encountered a series of vocables so outlandish
being returned to the Soviet capital, for perusal by the very that I made a memo to look up their meaning. Among them
individuals whom they had discussed and possibly denounced . were "cyclotron," "proton" and "deuteron ." There were curiA suitcase opened midway in the search appeared to con- ous phrases like "energy produced by fission" and "walls five
tain nothing but engineering and scientific treatises . They feet thick, of lead and water, to control flying neutrons ."
Probably no more than 200 men in all the country would
bristled with formulae, calculations and professional jargon .
have been capable at the time of noting down these partiI was about to close the case and pass on when my eye
cular expressions out of their own heads . The paper on which
was caught by a specimen of stationery such as I had never
I made my notes was later submitted to the Bureau of
before seen.
Standards for a test of its age.
Its letterhead was a magic incantation : "The White House,
For the first time in my life, I met the word "uranium ."
Washington ." As prospective owner of an 80-acre tract
The
exact phrase was "Uranium 92 ." From a book of''refwas
impressed
by
the
along the shore of Washington State, I
erence I learned afterward that uranium is the 92nd element
lordly omission of the capitals, "D .C ." Under the flashlight
I studied this paper with attention . It was a brief note, of in atomic weight .
At the time of this episode I was as unaware as anyone
two sheets, in a script which was not level but sloped upcould be of Oak Ridge, the Manhattan District and its chief,
ward to the right . The name to which it was addressed,
General Groves. The enterprise has been celebrated as "the
"Mikoyan," was wholly new to me. (By questioning Colonel
best guarded secret in history." It was superlatively hushKotikov later, I learned that A . I. Mikoyan at the moment
hush, to the extreme that Army officers in the "know" were
was Russia's No . 3 man, after Premier Stalin and Foreign
forbidden to mention it over their private telephones inside
Commissar Molotov . He was Commissar of Foreign Trade
the Pentagon . General Groves has testified that his office
and Soviet boss of Lend-Lease .)
would have refused to send any document . to the White
A salutation, "My dear Mr . Minister," led to a few senHouse, without authority from himself, even if it was retences of stock courtesies. One passage, of eleven words, in
quested personally by the President . I am certain that this is
the top line of the second page, impressedd me enough to
true, and I have never asserted anything to the, contrary with
merit a scribble on my envelope. That excerpt ran thus :
respect to General Groves .
"-had a hell of a time getting these away from Groves ."
I-admire General Groves very much, and I think that his
The last two words should not be taken as referring to
testimony at the Congressional hearing was one of the imMajor General Leslie R . Groves himself . What they meant,
pressive things that occurred there . The fact that he testified
probably, was "from the Groves organization ." The comthat he had never met Hopkins or even spoken to him
mander of the Manhattan Engineer District, later the Manhattan Project, was almost unique in the Washington hierseemed to convince some people that I was lying, but of
course for Hopkins to write that "Oscar had a hell of a time
archy for his dislike and suspicion of Russia .
getting these away from Groves" in no way implies that
I shall tell here, for the first time, that the verb before
"hell" was preceded by a name, which stood at the end of
Hopkins knew Groves . General Groves did confirm in the
the last line of the opening sheet . Its initial letter was either a
following testimony that pressure was definitely felt in his
organization even though he could not specify its source.
capital "O" or "C" (since it was slightly open at the top),
after which came four or five characters that rushed away in
Mr. Harrison . You said there was a great deal of preshalf-legible fluorish . After poring o'er it minutely, I came to
sure on Lend-Lease to ship uranium to Russia . Can you
the conclusion that the word had to be either "Oscar" if the
tell us who exerted the pressure?
initial letter was an "0", or "Carrie" if the initial letter were
General Groves. No ; I can't tell you who exerted the
"C." The full quotation would therefore read : "Oscar (or
pressure on Lend-Lease. Of course it could have been
Carne) had a hell of a time getting these away from Groves ."
internal pressure . At any rate, we saw, every evidence of
The first thing I had done, on finding the White House
that pressure, and I believe your files of the Lend-Lease'
note, was to flip over the page to, look for a signature . I

* In my Fulton Lewis broadcasts it was decided to use the designations "Mt. X" and "Mr . Y" for Sayre and Hiss, since the trial of
Alger Hiss was then in progress and mention,, of his name might
have prejudiced it . From the radio transcript of Dec. 2, 1949 :

"i,awrs : Now careful, don't mention any name . ' Ow folder said
`From, X and the other said 'From Y'. And Mr. X and Mr. Y
were well-known State Department officials, one of them particularly
prominent in the news? aoaoAN : That's right."

*President Roosevelt, incidentally, adopted the same abbreviation writing, was as follows : "H H-Speed upl FDR ." A reproduction of .
as mine in December, 1941 . The President's notation, in his own hand- this note can be seen- on page 409 of the Robert Sherwood< bookr
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diaries will show how they repeatedly came back . It was
evident from reading the diaries that we didn't want
this material shipped, yet they kept coming back and
coming back. .
I believe it is fair to say that . . . (General Wesson's)
subordinates were fully aware that we did not want this
material to be shipped abroad, and this continual pressure to ship it was certainly coming from somewhere .
Either it was coming internally, from ambitious souls,
or it was coming externally.

I am sure if you would check on the pressure on
officers handling all supplies of a military nature during the war, you will find the pressure to give to Russia
everything that could be given was not limited to atomic
matters.

There was one incident that occurred later . I was reminded this morning by one of my former people of how
delighted we were when we managed to get some material away from the Russians . It . was a major accomplishment . And the only thing we got away from them was
time. We were very anxious, in connection with the
gaseous diffusion plant, to get certain equipment . If it
had not been obtained, that plant would have been delayed in its completion. The Russians had a plant on the
way. Of course when . I say they had it, you know who
paid for it . That plant, some of it was boxed and on the
dock when we got it, and I can still remember the difficulties we had in getting it.
One of the agreements we had to make was that we
would replace that equipment, and use all our priorities
necessary to get it replaced quickly . . . . That particular
plant was oil-refinery equipment, and in my opinion was

purely postwar Russian supply, as you know much of it

was . I give you that as an example of what people
interested in supplying American troops had to contend
with during the war .
Where that influence came from, you can guess as well
as I can . It was certainly prevalent in Washington, and it
was prevalent throughout the country, and the only spot
I know of that was distinctly anti-Russian at an early
period was the Manhattan Project . And we were-there
was never any doubt about it from sometime along about
October 1942 .1 [Italics added.]
In short, it seems as clear as daylight that if anyone did
try to get anything away from General Groves or his organization, he would really have had "a hell of a time "I
"From the outset, extraordinary secrecy and security
measures have surrounded the project," declared Henry L.
Stimson, Secretary of War, in commenting on the first military use of the atom bomb . "This was personally ordered by
President Roosevelt ." Mr . Roosevelt's orders, he innocently
added, "have been strictly complied with ." s
Yet Russians with whom I worked side by side at Great

Falls knew about the A-bomb at least as early as March,
1943 and General Groves had reason to°distrust the Russians
in October, 19421 In common with almost all Americans, I
got the first hint of the existence of the atom bomb from the
news of Hiroshima, which was revealed on August 6, 1945
by President Truman.
In a later chapter I recount my futile visit to Washington
in January, 1944 to bring to the attention of the highest
authorities what seemed to me to be treacherous violations
of security in the Pipeline . I got exactly nowhere in the
State Department or elsewhere . It was not until I heard the
announcement of the atomic blast in Russia on September
23, 1949, that I finally had the . good fortune of meeting
Senator Bridges and Fulton Lewis-but more of that later .
It was after eleven o'clock and my checking job was
virtually done, when Colonel Kotikov burst into the cabin
of the plane. He wanted to know by whose authority I was
committing this outrage and bellowed that he would have
me removed . I answered that I was performing my duty, and
just to show how things stood, opened two or three extra
suitcases in his presence. I left the C-47 and 'with a nod of
thanks dismissed my sentinel . As I crossed the field toward
the barracks, Colonel Kotikov fell in beside me .
No doubt he reflected that be was in no position to force
an issue. He may also have realized that I understood the
gravity of almost nothing I had seen . All that mattered to
him was getting the suitcases off to Moscow . Anxiously he
inquired what I intended to do .
If I had known what I do today, I should have grounded
the transport, but in the end it went on its way to Russia .
Colonel Kotikov asked me to open no more suitcases until
instructions came ; from the War Department . He said he
hoped he would not have to get me transferred . I expected
to be fired, and went so far as to pack my gear . But I received no communication from the War Department, and
gathered at last that Colonel Kotikov had made no complaint .
Perhaps, I began to think, he did not dare .
I reported to Colonel George F. O'Neill, security officer
of the 34th Sub-Depot at Gore Field, about the fifty suitcases I had examined . He was interested enough to pass the
story on to his superior officer in Spokane . There was no
reply, even after Colonel O'Neill made a second attempt .
Apparently it was not considered good form to cast reflections on the integrity of our ally.
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CHAPTER SIX

"Don't . Make a Big Production"
Colonel Kotikov's first concern, each morning, was to visit
medium bombers and 15 cargo ships in the same period ; the
the chart room in the Operations Office . A huge map, showing Airacobras were used as anti-tank weapons by the Russians .
the route from Great Falls to . Fairbanks, had been mounted There was always a chronic shortage of American pilots, but
on the magnetized steel wall which held in position small in 1943 the demand was ravenous-in the Atlantic, in the
metal markers, on each of which hung a tag bearing the Pacific, in Europe, in Asia, and in the American system of
number of each plane en route. The markers were moved global air transport which was a wonder of the war.
forward by a WAC assistant, on a ladder, in accordance
Now, to Kotikov's disgust and fury, as many as 200 Airawith teletype advice coming in . Colonel Kotikov could read cobras were stacked up on the field. The markers clustered on
the map as thick as bees . When he criticized us for allowing
the situation at a glance .
Toward the end of April, 1943, there was an unusual the situation to develop, I pointed out that the Russians
congestion of . Airacobra pursuit planes at our field . We had troubles, too; this he took as an insult. "Never, never,"
usually handled about 400 a month, in comparision with 80
he shouted, "does Russia have shortage of pilotsl" He said
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he could order 10,000 Russian pilots to Great Falls in a block's distance from the nearest building, with an open
matter of days. "And you'll have to feedd them!" he said with view on every side. They spread the papers out on one of the
wings of the plane, and the two men discussed them for an
satisfaction .
He made life miserable for Colonel L . Ponton d'Arce, hour .
This precaution was due to the Colonel's. pet bogy, dicta4
commander of Gore Field . "We've got to have more' pilots," .
he yelled . Colonel d'Arce assured him that the problem had graphs. There were no dictagraphs on the field, but that did
been taken personally in hand by Major General Harold L . not stop him and his aides from searching for them every
George, chief of the Air Transport Command ; and the head day in lamp fixtures and telephone books, and behind calen
of his Alaskan Wing, Brigadier General William H. Tunner . dars and pictures . They even sounded the walls . I gathered it
The Russian's contempt was supreme . "Bah, promises!" he was not American spies that he feared but Soviet police
agents.
snarled .
One morning in April, 1943, Colonel Kotikov asked
And then, all of a sudden, something happened . Two days
later, out of inbound craft tumbled strange new fliers, be- . whether I could find space for an important consignment off
wildered and annoyed. Some had been snatched from well- nearly 2 ;000 pounds. I said : "No, we have a quarter of a
earned . rest between trips to Ireland . Others hailed from million pounds' backlog already ." He directed me to put .
bases in Puerto Rico, Long Beach, Boca Raton, Oklahoma through a call to Washington for him, and spoke for, a while
City. Test pilots had been plucked from Wright Field . There
in his own tongue . Then he put a hand over the mouthwere even 'a few prodigies with instrument certificates; such piece and confided to me in English : "Very special shipdefiers of storm and darkness were rare as hen's teeth . The ment-experimental chemicals-going through soon ."
group totaled about twenty, in contrast to the mere three
There was an interval of Slavic gutturals, and he turned to
General Tunner had scraped together .
m
..d phone
T
me again. ' . Mr. Hopki a o m ing on now," he reported
of the pilots had ever heard of Great Falls, and all
one
surprise of my life . He handed me the
he
gave
me
the
.
were dumfounded by its extensive facilities and operations
and announced : "Big boss, Mr . Hopkins, wants you .
`What the hell's going on here" they muttered . Some were
It was quite a moment . I was about to speak for the first
disturbed at finding they were to pilot . Sc bras to Alaska, time with a legendary figure of the day, the top man in the
hpp
Pole. a s, so one
almost
n a synonym for the North ainin
world of Lend-Lease in which I lived . I have been careful to
ys, so we set u
ining days,
day
driven a pursuit plane since flight training
keep the following account as accurate in substance and
.
After
a
short
time
a refresher course in take-offs and landing
language as I can . My memory, normally good, was stimuthe emergency squad vanished as if it had never been .
lated by the 'thrill of the occasion . Moreover, the incident
Word was prompt to arrive at headquarters of the Air
was stamped on my mind because it was unique ' in my
.
It
was
absoTransport Command, and there was an uproar
.
lutely forbidden to procure pilots except through ATC which experience of almost 25 months at Newark and Great Falls
A bit in awe, I stammered : "Jordan speaking ." A male
alone could judge the whole situation and decide which
emergency was most critical in the entire war effort .. Colonel voice began at once : "This is Mr . Hopkins . Are you, my
d'Arce informed me he had been reproved for "going out- expediter out there?" I answered that I was the United Naside channels," and asked whether I was the one who called tions Representative at . Great Falls, working with Colonel
Kotikov.
in the extra pilots.
Under the circumstances, who could have doubted that the
Colonel Kotikov, to whom I appealed, promptly stated that
he was responsible. He had simply got tired of waiting and speaker was ,Harry Hopkins? Friends have since asked ; me
whether it might not have been a Soviet agent who was an
gone "straight to Mr. Hopkins ."
American . I doubt this, because his next remark broughtt up
"So that's . how it was," Colonel d'Arce scowled bitterly.
One morning a few weeks later, I was standing at my usual a subject which only Mr . Hopkins and myself could have
post beside Colonel Kotikov's desk . At his elbow lay a stack known . He asked : "Did you get those pilots I sent your ,
"Oh yes, sir," I responded . "They were very much appreof folders with which I had long been acquainted . They were
held together with elastics . On the outside binder was pasted . dated, and helped us in unblocking the jam m the Pipeline.
a typewritten label in English, "Re : Experimental Chemi- We were accused of going out of channels, and got the
cals." While telephoning to Washington, the Colonel would dickens for it ."
Mr . Hopkins let that one go by, and moved on to the
often cry out : "Chemicals!" I would fetch the sheaf of docuheart
of things . "Now, Jordan," he said, "there's a certain
his
wife,
who!
as
his
secretary
kept
them
in
a
ments from
shipment of chemicals going through that I want you to
locked drawer .
This portfolio was the apple of his eye . Mrs . Kotikov took expedite. This is something very special ."
"Shall I take it up, I asked, "with the Commanding
it home every night . I sometimes stopped by the Pennsylvania
Apartments in the morning and drove them to work . I once Colonel?"
"I don't want you to discuss this with anyone," Mr.
saw Mrs. Kotikov drag the dossier from a hiding-place under
the mattress, while her husband was pulling on his handsome Hopkins ordered, "and it is not to go on the records . Don't
make a big production of it, but just send it through quietly,
boots of black leather.
When the chemical dossiers were complete and ready for in a hurry ."
I asked how I was to identify the shipment when it arMoscow, together with kindred folders on "Metals," Kotikov
refused to trust them to an ordinary messenger . His courier rived . He turned from the phone, -and I could hear his voice :
was a luminary of the Soviet Purchasing Commission, Semen "How will Jordan know the shipment when it gets there?"
Vasilenko, who was known in this country as an expert He came back on the line and said : "The Russian Colonel
chemist but turned out to be Russia's authority on pipes and, out there will designate , it for you . Now send this through
tubes. (The gaseous diffusion plant at Oak Ridge and the as speedily as possible, and, be, sure you leave it off the
records!"
Hanford Plutonium Works use many miles of pipes .)
Then a Russian voice broke in with a demand for Colonel
My diary later showed * that Vasilenko flew from Great
Falls in a special plane carrying about 4,000 pounds of Kotikov. I . was full of curiosity when Kotikov had finished,
"diplomatic mail ." He and the cargo were protected by three and I wanted to know what it was all about and where the
Russian guards, whom I recorded as Leonid Rykounin, En- shipment was coming from . He said there would be more
chemicals and that they would arrive from Canada .
geny Kojevnicov and Georges .Nicolaiev.
"I show you," he announced . Presumably, after the talk
After Vasilenko's arrival from Washington, Colonel
Kotikov led him to an Airacobra standing about one city with Mr. Hopkins, I had been accepted as a member of the
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"lodge ." From his bundle on war chemicals the Colonel took
the folder called "Bomb Powder ." He drew out a paper sheet
and set a finger against one entry . For a second time my
eyes encountered the word "uranium ." I repeat that in 1943
it meant as little to me as to most Americans, which was
nothing.
This shipment was the one and only cash item to pass
through my hands, except for private Russian purchases of
clothing and liquor . It was the only one, out of a tremendous multitude of consignments, that I was ordered not to
enter on my tally sheets. It was the only one I was forbidden
to discuss with my superiors, and the only one I was
directed to keep secret from everybody .
Despite Mr. Hopkins' urgency, there was a delay of five
weeks . On the morning of June 10th, I caught sight of a
loaded C-47 which was idling on the runway . I went over
and asked the pilot what was holding him up . He said he
understood some kind of special shipment was still to come .
Seven years afterward the pilot identified himself to the press
as Air Forces Lieutenant Ben L. Brown, of Cincinnati.
I asked Colonel Kotikov about the plane, and he told me
the shipment Mr . Hopkins was interested in had just arrived
at the railroad yards, and that I should send a truck to pick
it up . The consignment was escorted by a Russian guard
from Toronto . I set down his name, and copied it later in
my diary . It was Vladimir Anoufriev . I identified him with
the initials "C .C ." for "Canadian Courier."
Fifteen wooden cases were put aboard the transport, which
took off for Moscow by way of Alaska . At Fairbanks, Lieutenant Brown has related, one box fell from the plane, smashing a corner and spilling a small quantity of chocolatebrown powder . Out of curiosity, he picked up a handful of
the unfamiliar grains, with a notion of asking somebody
what they were . A Soviet officer slapped the crystals from his
palm and explained nervously : "No, no-burn hands!"
Not until the latter part of 1949 was it definitely proved,
from responsible records, that during the war Federal agencies delivered to Russia at least three consignments of
uranium chemicals, totaling 1,465 pounds, or nearly threequarters of a ton . Confirmed also was the shipment of one
kilogram, or 2 .2 pounds, of uranium metal at a time when
the total American stock was 4 .5 pounds.
Implicated by' name were the Lend-Lease Administration,
the Department of Commerce, the Procurement Division of
the Treasury, and the Board of Economic Warfare . The State
Department became involved to the extent of refusing access
to files of Lend-Lease and .its successor, the Foreign Economic Administration.
The first two uranium shipments traveled through Great
Falls, by air. The third was dispatched by truck and railway
from Rochester, N . Y ., to Portland, Ore ., and then by ship to
Vladivostok . The dates were March and June, 1943, and
July, 1944 . No doubt was' left that the transaction discussed
by Mr. Hopkins and myself was the one of June, 1943 . .
This was not merely the largest of our known uranium
deals with the Soviet Union, it was also the most shocking .
There seemed to be no lengths to which some American
officials would not go in aiding Russia to master the secret of
nuclear fission . For four years monopoly of the A-bomb was
the cornerstone of our military and . overseas policy, yet on
September 23, 1949, long in advance of Washington estimates, President Truman announced that an atomic explosion
had occurred in the Soviet Union .
In behalf of national security, the Manhattan Project during the spring of 1943 clapped an embargo on American
exports of uranium compounds ., But zealots in Washington
appear to have resolved that Russia must have at all costs
the ingredients for atomic experiment . The intensely proSoviet mood of that time may be judged from echoes in
later years.

For example, there was Joseph E . Davies, Ambassador to
the Soviet Union in 1936-39, and author of a book and
movie of flagrant propaganda, Mission to Moscow . In an
interview with the Times-Herald of Washington for Feb. 18,
~194f, he was quoted as saying : "Russia, in self-defense, has
mili=tary
every moral right to seek atomic bomb secrets through
espionage if excluded from such information by her
former fighting allies!" There also was Professor Harold C .
Urey, American scientist, who sat in the innermost circle of
the Manhattan Project. Yet on Dec . 14, 1949, in a report of
the Atlantic Union Committee, Dr . Urey said that Major
Jordan should be court-martialed if he had removed anything from planes bound for Russia .
When American supplies were cut off, the device of outmaneuvering General Groves was to procure the materials
clandestinely from Canada .* Not until 1946 did the commander of the Manhattan Project learn from the Un-American Activities Committee that his stockade had been undermined .
My share in the revelation was testimony under oath leadint to one conclusion only-that the Canadian by-pass was
aided by Mr. Hopkins. At his direction, Lend-Lease issued
a certificate of release without which the consignment could
not have moved . Lend-Lease channels of transportation and
Lend-Lease personnel, such as myself,, were used . Traces of
the scheme were kept off Lend-Lease books by making it a
"cash" . transaction . The shipment was paid for with a check
of the Amtorg Trading Corporation .
Because the initial branch of the airlift to Moscow was
under American control, passage of the chemicals across
United States territory could not be avoided, in Alaska if
not Montana. On account of that fact, the cash nature of
the project, it was necessary to obtain an export license
from the Board of Economic Warfare. Such a document,
covering a shipment of American origin, was first prepared .
It was altered, to comply with the Canadian maneuver, by
some BEW official whose identity has been concealed by the
State Department. As amended, the license was issued on
April 29, 1943 . Its serial number was C-1643180 .
But two facts were forgotten : (a) public carriers use invoices, and (b) the Air Forces kept tallies not only at Great
Falls but Fairbanks .
By diligent searching, freight and airway bills yielded . incontestable proof that 15 boxes of uranium chemicals were
delivered at Great Falls on June 9, 1943, and were dispatched immediately, in a Lend-Lease plane, to the Soviet
Union.
The shipment originated at Eldorado Mining & Refining,
Ltd. of Great Bear Lake, and was sent through Port Hope,
Ontario. It was authorized by a Canadian arms export permit,
No . OF1666. The carrier was the Chicago, Milwaukee, St .
Paul & Pacific Railway . Listed as consignee was Colonel
A. N. Kotikuv, resident agent of the Soviet Government
Purchasing Commission at Gore Field, Great Falls .
The story behind the story is as follows : On Feb .1, 1943,
Hermann H . Rosenberg of Chematar, Inc ., New York City, .
received the first inquiry about uranium ever to reach his
office . The applicant was the Soviet Purchasing Commission,
which desired 220 pounds of uranium oxide, 220 pounds of
uranium nitrate, and 25 pounds of uranium metal . At that
date Oak Ridge was under construction, but would not be
in operation for another year .
Six days earlier the War Production Board had issued
General Reference Order M-285, controlling the distribution
of uranium compounds among domestic industries like
glass, pottery and ceramics . A loophole was left by overlooking the export- of such materials for war purposes .The
Russians claimed that they had urgent military need for
uranium nitrate in medicinal research and for uranium oxide
and metal as alloys in hardening gunbarrel steel . There was

* The government of Canada frowned on uranium sales, but thought precious product. In fact, it would appear that Canada's alertness
the U .S. has the right to determine whether Russia should have the
rather than ours prevented further shipments .
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nothing for the U .S . to do but grant an OK, since we did it had been side-stepped by means of resort to - Canadian
not want to imply that we were suspicious of Russia's re- sources did not come to the General's knowledge until three
quest.
years later.
Uranium metal was unavailable . On March 23, at RosenAnother violation of atomic security was represented by
berg's instance, the S . W. Shattuck Chemical Co. of Denver the third known delivery to Russia, in 1944 : It proved-to be
shipped four crates, weighing 691 pounds, to Colonel Kotikov uranium nitrate . During May of that year, Colonel Kotikov,
at Great Falls . The Burlington railroad's bill of lading showed me a warning from the Soviet Purchasing Commisdescribed the contents merely as "chemicals," but it was sion to look out for a shipment of uranium, weighing 500
accoirpanied by a letter from Rosenberg to Kotikov designat- pounds, which was to have travel priority: The Colonel was
ing the contents as 220 pounds of uranium nitrate . and 200 soon returning' home . As the climax of his American mis(not 220) pounds of uranium oxide . Since it was a Lend- sion, he proposed to fly the precious stuff to Moscow with
Lease transaction, defrayed with American fun'?s, no export his own hands.
license was required . The cargo was dispatched without fric- . Disguised as a "commercial transaction" within American
tion along the Pipeline .
'
territory, the-deal was managed by Lend-Lease . Cheniatar and
But the War Production Board, from which clearance had Canadian Radium & Uranium were abandoned in favor of
been sought, alerted the Manhattan Project. It was too late the Procurement Division of the Treasury Department, alto halt the Shattuck sale . General Groves reluctantly ap- though the Treasury, under regulations, had no authority to
proved it on the ground that it would be unwise to "tip off" make uranium products available to the Soviet Union .
Russia as to the importance of uranium chemicals-a fact
Contractor's were asked to bid, and the winner' was the
with which Moscow was only too familiar .
Eastman Kodak Company . Somewhere in this process, the
During the investigation, I was embarrassed by questions expected 500 pounds shrank to 45 . Eastman Kodak reported
al to why tables of exports to the Soviet Union contained no the order to the War Production Board as a domestic commention of uranium. The Shattuck consignment was legiti- mercial item .
mate. It had been authorized by Lend-Lease, the War ProducWhatever the motive, it was determined not to send the
compound by air. After a Treasury inspection in Rochester,
tion Board, and the Manhattan Project.
Some months later I ran into John F . Moynihan, formerly the MacDaniel Trucking, Company drove it to" the Army
of the Newark News editorial staff. A Second Lieutenant at Ordnance Depot at Terre Haute, Ind., arriving July 24 .*
the Newark Airport when I was there, he had risen to Colonel The shipment turned up in freight car No . 97352 of the Erie
as a sort of "reverse press-agent" for General Groves . His Railroad, and got to North Portland, Ore ., on Aug. 11 . By
duty was not to foster publicity but prevent it.
means of- shifts not yet divulged, the uranium nitrate found
"I beard you floundering about," he said, "and wished I itself aboard a Russian steamship, Kashirstroi, , which left for
could tell you something you didn't know . I was sent to Vladivostok on Oct . 3 . Colonel Kotikov, who had planned a
Denver to hush up the records in the Shattuck matter . It triumphal entry into Moscow with a quarter-ton,yof "bomb
was hidden under the phrase, 'salts and compounds,' in .an powder" as a trophy, gave up the project in, disgust on learnentry covering a different metal ."
ing-that the shipment would be only 45 pounds . .
General Groves moved rapidly to stop the leak through
In charge of uranium purchases for the Manhattan Project
which the Shattuck boxes had slipped . By early April he had in 1944, was Dr. Phillip L. Merritt . Appearing January 24,
formed a nationwide embargo by means of voluntary con- 1950, before the Un-American Activities Committee, Dr .
tracts with chemical brokers . They promised to grant the Merritt swore he was taken by surprise, a day earlier, on disUnited States first right to purchase all uranium oxide, covering for the first time that the Eastman Kodak order had
uranium nitrate and sodium uranate received by the con- been shipped to Russia by way of Army Ordnance .
General Groves was likewise uninformed . Asked as a wittractors .
The uranium black-out was discovered by Rosenberg when ness whether it was possible for uranium shipments to have
he tried to fill another order from the Soviet Purchasing been made in 1944, he answered : "Not if , we could have
Commission, for 500 pounds each of uranium nitrate and helped- it, and not with our knowledge of any kind . They
uranium oxide . On April- 23, 1943, Rosenberg was in touch would have had to be entirely secret, and not discovered ." 2
with the Canadian Radium
' & Uranium Corp . of New York, He declared there was no way for the - Russians to get
which was exclusive sales agent for Eldorado Mining & Re- uranium products in this country "without the support of U .S.
fining, Ltd., a producer of uranium at Great Bear Lake .
authorities in one way or another." s
The Soviet Purchasing Commission appears to have had
An agreement to fill . the Soviet order was negotiated with
such dispatch that in four days Rosenberg was able to report instructions to acquire without fail 25 pounds of uranium
victory to the Purchasing Commission . The shipment from metal, which can be extracted from uranium salts' by a diffiOntario to Great Falls and Moscow followed in due course . cult process requiring specialized equipment . Supported or
The Port Hope machination had the advantage,- among advised by Lend-Lease, the commission for a whole year
other things, of by-passing the War Production Board, which knocked at every available door, from the Chemical Warfare
was sure to warn the Manhattan Project if it knew the facts, ,Service up to Secretary Stimson . As a matter of fact,
but could be kept in ignorance because its jurisdiction ran - uranium metal was then non-existent in America, and for
only south of the border.
that reason had not been specified in the Manhattan Project's
General Groves was advised at once of the Soviet appli- embargo or named as a "strategic" material.
cation for 1,000 pounds of uranium salts . He was not disStimson' closed a series of polite rebuffs with a letter of
turbed, being confident the embargo would stand . After de- April 17, 1944, to the chairman of the Purchasing - Comclining to endorse the application, he approved it later in the mission, Lt. General Leonid G . Rudenko. But Moscow was
hope of detecting whether the Russians would unearth ura- stubborn . Under Soviet pressure, the commission or its Amerinium stocks which the Manhattan Project had overlooked . can friends, had an inspiration. Why ,not have the uranium
American industries were consuming annually, before the made to, order by some private concern?'
war, upwards of .200 tons of uranium chemicals.
As usual, a roundabout course was taken . Thg commission
"We had no expectation," General Groves testified , De- first approached the Manufacturers Chemical Co,, 527 Fifth
cember 7, 1949 ; "of permitting that material to go out of this Avenue, New York, which passed the ordet along to A. D.
country.- It would have been stopped ." 1 So far as the United Mackay, Inc., 198 Broadway. By the latter it 'was farmed
States was concerned, the embargo held fast . The truth that out to the Cooper , Metallurgical Laboratory in Cleveland.
From the hearings of the Un-American Activities Committee, than Canada after you received the Canadian shipments? MR . 10RDec .' 5, 1949, p . 932 : "MR. TAVENNER : Were there shipments of DAN : I believe the other shipments came from Army Ordnance,"
uranium passing through your field which originated at places other
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According to Mr. Mackay, neither he nor the Cooper concern suspected that their customer was the Soviet Union.
But Mackay reported the deal to the War Production
Board, which warned the Manhattan Project. The latter's
expert on rare metals, Lawrence C . Burman, went to Cleveland, it is related, and urged the Cooper firm to make sure
that its product was of "poor quality.", He did not explain
why. But the metal, of which 4 .5 pounds was made, turned
out to be 87 .5 per cent pure as against the stipulated 99 per
cent.
Delivery to the Soviet Union was then authorized of a
small sample of this defective metal, to represent "what was
available in the United States ." Actually shipped was one
kilogram, or 2 .2 pounds . The . Purchasing Commission abruptly silenced its demands for pure uranium. But the powers
that be found it suitable to omit this item, as well as the
Rochester sale, from the 1944 schedule of exports to Russia'
From the start, in contrast to the atmosphere prevailing in
Washington, the Manhattan Project was declared by General
Groves to have been "the only spot I know that was distinctly anti-Russian." 4 Attempts at espionage in New York,
Chicago and Berkeley, California, were traced to the Soviet
Embassy. They convinced General Groves in October, 1942,
that the enemies of our atomic safeguards were not Germans
or Japanese, but Russians. "Suspicion of Russia was not very
popular in some circles (in Washington)," he stated . "It was
popular in Oak Ridge, and from one month of the time I
took over we never trusted them one iota . From that time on,
our whole security was based on not letting the Russians find
out anything." 5
That the Russians found out everything from alpha to
omega, has been, established by volumes of proof . Through
trials in Canada, England and the United States there has
been revealed the existence of an espionage network so enormously effective that Russia, scientists calculated, "should
have been able to make a bomb considerably before Septem-

ber, 1949 ." The network chief was the former Soviet Vice
Consul in New York, Anatoli A. Yakovlev, who fled in 1946.
In the light of these disclosures, there stands in plain view
the answer to a mystery that troubled James F . Byrnes,
Secretary of State, at the Potsdam Conference . Following a
session of the "Big Three," on the afternoon of July 24, 1945,
Harry S. Truman walked round the large circular table to
Joseph Stalin's chair . We had perfected a new bomb, he said,
more powerful than anything known . Unless there_ was an
early surrender, we would use it against Japan .
StaiL-r's o : .G:y reply [writes Mr. Byrnes] was to say that
he was glad to hear of the bomb and he hoped we would
use it. I was surprised at Stalin's lack of interest . I concluded that he had not grasped the importance of the
discovery. I thought that the following day he would ask
for more information about it . He did not . . e
On the contrary, Stalin probably knew more . about the
bomb than Truman and Byrnes together . Perhaps he was
struck speechless by the simplicity of his American guests.
What did they take him for, he may have been thinking, not
to have informed himself to the last particular regarding a
weapon bound to revolutionize war?
As someone remarked bitterly : If we ever hear of Stalin's
death, we shall know that he died laughing .
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-CHAPTER SEVEN

The Story of the "Heavy Water"
One morning in November, 1943, Colonel Kotikov pro- this misunderstanding was general . Three former members of
tested against the manner in which a C-47 had been packed . the Gore Field ground crew-Elmer Williams, John Kukay
He showed me tiers of large bottles . The necks and stoppers, . and Leonard Woods-were quoted as declaring stoutly that
secured with wire, protruded from wooden crates . Alternate with their own hands they had loaded "big carboys of heavy
bottles had been loaded bottom-up, to conserve space . The water."
Colonel insisted that they all had to be topside up, with each
Unwittingly Colonel Kotikov helped the mistake along by
bottle'lashed down separately. "We must repack," he ordered . asking over the phone whether the "heavy water plane" had
Though all our loading was done by a crew of American taken off. I said no . He directed me to hold it and drop by his
civilians, freight was checked in the warehouse, from duplioffice for a bundle of papers to be handed to the pilot. While
cate manifests, by a young Russian non-com, Senior-Sergt . leafing through the folder, I caught sight of the words,
Andrei Vinogradsky . He was a mysterious character whom "heavy water," and asked the Colonel what they meant.
we suspected of spying on Colonel Kotikov for my Fair- "Something for our new chemical plants," came the answer .
banks host, Alexei A. Anisimov. The Sergeant seemed to
What is popularly known as "heavy water" is technically
understand little English, and communicated with the aircalled deuterium oxide . It is in crystal form, not liquid .
stevedores through signs and interpreters .
In alleging medical and other grounds for its needs of
I gave orders to repack the cargo . It may be that Sergeant uranium oxide and uranium nitrate, Russia had taken care to
Vinogradsky pointed to the wrong entry, or that crewmen observe an appearance of truth, for such use is not unknown
mistook the line to which . his finger pointed . At any rate, one to therapeutics. It had been tried out in throat sprays and
of them astonished me by asking : "What, is itthat heavy lent its name to Uranwein,,a German specific against diabetes .
water stuff?"
Uranium oxide had been tested as an alloy for toughening
"Heavy water?" I echoed, for I had never heard the ex- steel, but it was found difficult to handle and had erratic
pression. Yes, said the worker, that was what was listed on results. Therefore when Moscow . asked for heavy water, they
the manifest. Thereafter, for all of us, such carboys were let the cat out of the bag. Except for curious experiments in
"heavy water," on this and other transports . Many times I retarding plant growth, heavy water boasts only one useful
heard the shout : "Be careful of that heavy waterl
property : it is the best of moderators for slowing down the
The fact is that the five-gallon demijohns actually con- speed of neutrons in nuclear reactions.
tained sulfuric acid . It was demonstrated six years later,
Records in evidence' prove that on August 23, 1943,
during the Fulton Lewis broadcast of December 6, 1949, that Hermann Rosenberg of Chematar received an application
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